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The Scattering of electrons, positrons and protons 
In nuclear photographic plates*
I
Section I* Preface and Introductory Summary of other 
work on single and multiple scattering*
The work described in this thesis was carried out at the 
Natural Philosophy Department of the University of Glasgow#
The work began in January, 1951 and the authors part In it
ended In December, 1952, though data obtained since that date
have been included In one section of the thesis (that describing 
the single scattering measurements) by permission of those at 
present working on the problem#
The course of the work nay be summarised as follows.
Various types of photographic emulsion were exposed to electrons 
and positrons of energies up to PG MeV and to protons of 
up to 140 MeV# The multiple scattering of the tracks of 
these particles was examined and it was found that for there 
type8 of emulsion which had previously been studied by other 
authors the results agreed with the earlier work as well as with 
modern theory. For other (diluted) emulsions, the scattering 
constants were determined for the firat time and found to agree 
with those predicted by theory.
On the conclusion of the multiple scattering measurements 
the single scattering process was studied for electrons and 
positrons of about 10 itfeV, it being found necessary to use a 
new set of eirulsions,with ^reater track densities, in order to 
obtain satisfactory results. The variation of the scattering 
cross section with the angle of scattering was determined and 
compared with the results of other workers with particles of 
comparable energies, where these were available and with theory.
1 . 1  P r e f a c e *
It was found that in the case of electrons a considerable
effect wae produced by the finite size of the scattering
nuclei, in agreeinent with the findings of other authors, hut
In the case of positrons, where there appears to be no previous
experimental work, even less evidence of this effect than Is
predicted by theory was found*
The thesis begins with an account of previous work on
both single and multiple scattering (sections 1 * 2  and 1 * 3 ) *
The remainder of the thesis le concerned with the present work*
This work began with the construction and ceiibretion of a
spectrometer in which positrons or electrons of knoTn energies
between 5 end 20 MeV could be directed into photographic
emulsions after having been produced 3n a lead plate by the
tie,X-radiation from ^Natural Philosophy D ep ar tm en t ’ s 30 ^eV 
synchrotron* This part of the work, which is d e s c r i b e d  in 
section 2*1 , was carried out by the author in  collaboration, 
so far a8 the actual exposures were c o n c e r n e d ,  w i t h  the  
operators of the 30 keV synchrotron* A f t e r  e x p o s u r e  these 
emulsions were processed by the author as d e s c r i b e d  in 
section 2 * 2 .  The proton trackr were o b t a i n e d  in ei ulsions 
exposed, for another purpose, to  the beam o f  the s y n c h r o ­
cyclotron at the Atomic Inergy R es earch  e s t a b l i s h m e n t ,  Harwell* 
These plates were expo se d  and p r o c e s s e d  by k i s s  C. F.  Lees*
The m u l t i p l e  s c a t t e r i n g  measurements a r e  d e s c r i b e d  in 
section 2 * 3 * 1 .  They were a l l  made e i t h e r  by the a u t h o r  o r  
by Dr* Muirhead. The various c o r r e c t i o n s  which it was
necessary to a D p l y  to the experimental results were calculated, 
as also were the theoretical values of the scattering contents, 
for an account cf this part of the work published In tbe philoso­
phical Magazine (Bosley and Mulrhead, P. M«, 43, 63 (1958)), by 
the author and by Dr. Mulrhead. For this thesis more detailed 
results than had previously been published were felt to be 
necessary and the results given here were all re-calculated by 
the author, as described in section 8.3.8*
k paper describing the use of the above measurements In 
determining the energy of particles emitted in an unusual, high 
energy disintegration produced in a diluted emulsion by a cosmic 
ray particle was published in the Philosophical Magazine 
(Bosley and Mulrhead, P.M., 43, 783 (195P)).
The single scattering measurements described in section
8.4.1 were originally made in the emulsions previously exposed 
to the 30 MeV synchrotron radiation, but it was soon found 
desirable to use a greater density of tracks in order to speed 
up the collection of data and new exposures <vcre made by the 
author and Mr. I. b. hughes in collaboration with the operators 
of the Natural Philosophy Department *s 1 LcV h. T* set. These 
emulsions were processed by the author and Mr. hughes.
Initially the single scattering measurenents were made by 
the author, but later the work was transferred to specially 
trained mlcroscopists working under his supervision and since 
the author left the natural Philosophy Department this super­
vision has been taken over by Mr. hughes working under 
Dr. Mulrhead.
X
The experimental results were corrected in the manner 
described in section 2.4.2 by the author and Mr. hughes. The 
distribution of angles of scattering was then compared with 
other published results and with the theoretical predictions, 
taking into account the finite size of the scattering nuclei 
and other factors, by the author (section 2.4.3).
The author is indebted to Professor P. i. Dee, F.H.S., in 
whose laboratory, and under wbose supervision, the work herein 
described was carried out; to Dr. 11. Mulrhead, the author1 s 
immediate instructor; and to Mr. 1. S. Hughes, his collaborator. 
He also wishes to acknowledge the help of Mr. J. &. Reid, in 
charge of the 30 MeV synchrotron; to Dr. J. 3. Rutherglen and 
his associates operating the H. T. set; to Miss C. F. Lees who 
exposed and processed the emulsions in vhich proton tracks were 
examined; to Mrs. H. Mulrhead, Mrs. P. Friedlander and 
Mis8 £. hose, microscopists in the natural Philosophy Department; 
and to Mr. F. Kowerth of the University College of Worth 
Staffordshire who helped greatly in the preparation of the figures 
for this thesis.
Pinally, the author i s  indebted to the n u f f i e l d  foundation 
for the award of a grant f o r  part of the p er iod  d a r i n g ’which the 
work herein described was c a r r i e d  out.
S.
1 #2, Previous work on single scattering#
1 *2*1, Theory#
The purpose of tldls section ia to ov;anarlaa the poguJUb of (a) thoac 
authors who have ottenpted to derive a useable and roomon&bly accurate 
formula for the croeo sections far scattering of olectrunc and positrais by 
nuclei, assuming that tlie nuclei net as infinitely small points, and (b) 
those who have applied modifications to these cross sections necessitated, 
for example, whan the siso of the scattering nuclei iu comparable with the 
wavelength of the particles being scattered, ihus we shall obtain an 
expression for the theoretical scattering cross sections with which ax 
experimental values may be compared,
(a) Scattering of electrons by a point nucleUs
The problem of tlio scattering of electrons by nuclei vms first 
at tempt oa by ueons of wave mechanical methods, by Mott (1) iii 1925* Mott 
obtained on exact formula for the crouo section for scattering, but 
us if or tunat e this formula is so coiiplex that ito complete general
evaluation has never been carried out# Ihiraorlcal values of the cross sections 
have, therefore, had to be obtained in one of two vrcys; either on 
toiproximation to tlie full Mott formula, valid for certain experimental 
conditions, has been obtained, or (in fact only in tlie case of mercury) tlie
exact equation has been evaluated numerically for a specific nucleus#
✓
Mott's full equation for the differential cross section , which 
yr|l i bo required in discussing aor» of the aiproxiaato fomilau, lias tlie fonas
cr= c;2(1 ~ft2)F,V  Csc"0/2 + <J^ > Sec20/2 (t)
where q »cc/p , oC=* c, p = v/c and 9 =* angle of scattering#
Tho functions F and (r be expressed as 
y = Fq + P1, Gr m ♦ G^, where PQ and Gq are the values of F and G
when °c a 0,
F0 = i/2 exp(iq ln 9/2) jfy} - , Go « -i^Cat2 0/2.
40
F1 “ 1/2 Jib O k *  <k * 1)Dk+J  (-)***(«“» 0).
G1 " ^ 2 jlo * 1^ 2jk+ 1J (“)^ 'jc(co° ^ ).
where I is the ganxna-function, Pj the Legendre polynomial, and
D 0 ~riH - i<u . /I Aql ( = (k2 _ 2^
(k ■*■ iq) 7(* + iq) (Ak+ iq) TC/k* *q) ’ k
Mott himself carried out a partial evaluation of this formula, giving
two approximations for the cross section:-2 2 2
*'«, “ ( * » )  ~ P  { 08°4 9/2 - P* Cac"0/2} (2>
valid only for very small z cr very small 0 , and
Csc* 2 " p2 0ac>" ®/3L+ lr*|? t^>32 9 / 2  Cbc5P/2v( **z \2 (1 -fl2l I( ^ C 2 r  i^ ■ ^ g  > pt* \ 2 —  " "  ' . '[
valid for a wider range of Z end 9 • i’he limit at ions of these tv/o fonailae 
will be discussed below (Fig. 3 and 4).
In joost theoretical treatments of electron scattering, tlie cross 
sections are given as ratios, H, to the classical Rutherford cross section:-
°H"(sfe) P P  Cbc4 P/2 (4)o p
so tluxt in the case of the two approximations given above wo liave
lXsln2 9/2 (5)
to.
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TABLE I
'I • A (0 ) B ( 0 )
0 ( e ) D I 0 )
heal Imag? Real Imagy Real XragJi heel IniEgJ
30° -•326 • 064 -•086 • 491 • 580 - .0 10 -.107 -.129
46° -•510 • 114 - .2 0 1 .375 • 404 -.069 -.217 -.281
60° -.637 • 167 -.339 • 209 .313 -.167 -.344 -.310
80° -•780 • 1 35 -.537 -•033 • 289 -.351 -.525 -.417
90° -•846 • 266 -.636 -.150 .305 -.448 -.614 -.464
100° -•893 • 296 -.729 -.263 .332 -•553 -.699 -.505
120° -•980 • 344 -.897 -.455 • 408 -.750 -.847 -.574
135° -1028 • 373 -.995 -.568 • 464 -.876 -.940 -.612
150° "14)62 • 394 -14)72 -•650 .511 -.971 ■3. 007 -.638
180° -14)89 • 411 -1.133 -.720 • 551 
—■ —  * ■
-1.052 -3.068 -.657
* •
a e ( e )
a (e ) I ( 0 > J I 9 )
u Real Iroag^ heal Imagy Real Xmag? Real lrnag^
30° 2.249 -.676 1.483 1*044 3.105 .471 0 1.711
45° 1.267 -.480 1 .221 1.371 1.261 .733 0 1.199
60° 0.785 -.347 • 953 1.174 .354 .781 0 .851
80° 0.437 -•221 • 643 0.817 -.110 • 678 0 • 532
80° 0.325 -.173 • 514 .658 -.200 • 591 0 • 413
100°ft 0.240 -.133 • 401 .514 -.206 .495 0 • 315
120 0.122 -.072 • 219 • 281 -.174 .305 0 .167
135° 0.065 -.040 .123 .158 -.085 • 173 0 • 091150°ft 0.028 -•017 • 051 .065 -.071 • 085 0 • 040180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 - |3  ^sin ^ 0/2 ♦ ain 0/2 cos 0/2 (6)
Other omll Z or small © appro>:imatiais to the full i ot t
(2 jxor* nla have been fiven by Urban' j-
^ s 1 - p? 3±x? 9/2 + n<xp sin 0/2 (7)
and by McLinley and Feahbach^ " ^ j-
* 1 - sin 0/2 + T*<*p ain 9/2(1 - sin 0/2) (8)
The validity of thece approxiiaationa also is discussed bole*/ (fig. 3 and !*)♦
A more complex a .ira^ iuation, but one valid up to the middle Z
• * u, "re ion of the periodic table is the «C approximation given, together with 
equation (8), by McKinley end Feshbach, who expanded the functions 7^  and G. 
of . 3ott' □ full equation 03 a power series in <z and , the coefficients
depending on the angle of scattering. They evaluated the coefficients up 
to tliose of the fourth pcwer of oc , obtaining the expressions:*
* A ( 6 ) o c 2 + u (& )« 3/p +■ C ( 0 ) o c V p 2 + DC9 )**4 * . . .  (9)
= B(0 )»c2 + H( 9)*?/(i + ^ © J o c V p 2 «■ J(© )« + ••• (10)
where A - J are given, for the range 0 » 30° to Q ■ 180°, in Tablo I.
Befaic comparing these cross section formulae, mention sliould be 
made of the exact evaluation of ibtt’s full equation, for muercury nuclei, 
by Bartlett and Watson^1^ foe.* elocti*ona of various energies up to 
approxiaatoly 2 BeV, This exact crocs section is shown, in taros of the ratio 
to the Rutherford cross section, us a function of 0 in fig. 1 for an energy 
of 2 MeV • The ccurespondLL^ ; valines oi* the cross section obtained from the oc 
approximation and from the two J ott approxiiintions are shown far com parison* 
Since the cross sections obtained by the <* approximation extrapolato 
smoothly to tlie Bartlett and > atson value, tliia value con be combined with
the ac ^  approximation to give^ e amenably accurate scattering crooc section
values valid far all Z, the inquired correction to the * apr>roxlou.cion
» • being proportional to 2. . These values of R are plotted for 1, 2 and 4 M eV,
aa functions of Z, in fig, 2, tkiKinley and *eahbach state tliat above 4 MeV. 
the ratio R obtained in thin way is independent of energy within tlie 
accuracy of their calculations.
From these curves (fig. 2) the prosent writer has prepared tiiose 
shotvn in fig. 3, in which the valijo of R is plotted against S far Z » 6,
15 and 25. These give us the only criteria against which the various light 
element approximations may be compared, since in this region of the periodic 
table no exact evaluations have been made. All the light element approx­
imations mentioned above ore plotted in this figure for cougar Is on, and one 
can see that for very light elements (Z = 6) all tho ay proximate fonaulae 
give values in reasanablo ftgreoijont with one another and with the "1 proved 
x values up to about ^ = 90° • tor greater values of Z, as ia to be 
expected, the range of ft over which tho curves approximate to the improved 
curve is reduced, but the second Mott approximation gives values within
10a of tlio improved oc ones for all values of Z up to 47 (see fig. 4) and far
• ^  • all values of ft up to 90 , tho discrepancy being greatest in tlio region of
2 = 15.
ince in the present work tlie nuclei moat caiccmod in the 
scattering process 01*0 tliose of bromine and of silver, till the above values 
of the cross sections liave been determined far these nuclei, they are 
plotted in fig. 4. Far cu parlsan with expeiimcnt tiie I cu Inley und ireshbach 
cc¥ values corrected by means of Bertie ot and 1. at son* s evaluation will be 
used, olthou> )i the agreement botr./* en tlie.e values and those given by the
15.
second tott approximation is very good, JcKinley and Feshbach state tliat 
their values should lie within Z* of the true cross sections far point nuclei,
(b) Mattering of positrons by point nuolei,
ith positrons as with electrons, two methods of obtaining a 
useful theoretical value of tlie scattering cross section are available. 
Approximate formulae, valid under certain conditions, liave been obtained by 
Yadav and by Feshbach, while Massey has evaluated the exact cross section
for mercury nuclei,
(5)Feshbach * has extended the earlier calculations of licKinley 
and Feshbach, in which the cc a praximation referred to above was obtained, 
and combined with Bartlett and atscn* a exact cross section values for 
mercury to give reasonably accurate values far all 2, Feshbach uses the 
same rthod to evaluate the functions F and G of ito'C't* a full formula for 
(5=1,2 = 13, 29, 47, 62, and 80 and far & = 30°, 60°, 80°, 90°, 100°, 135°, 
and 150 • He does this far both electron and positron scattering, the latter 
being obtained merely by replacing +Z by mu in tlie functions F and G, In 
the original paper the z*esult5 of tlie calculations are given os the ratio 
positron cross section / electron crocs section plotted against Z for 
various value3 of 0 , These are shown in fig, b and the values of positron 
cross section / -,utharford cro^ s section obtained by the present author by 
ccabining Feshbach1 s results with those of I.IcKinley and Feshbach given above 
(in fig, 3 and. 4) oro shown in fig, 6,
Independently, Xadav^ has performed similar calculations in which
•• 4 -F and G are obtained for positrons by replacing +2 by -Z in the 
expressions, . heroes Feslibach assumed far his calculations a value of * 1, 
Yadav determines the scattering cross section for each value of 2 for four
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energ ies:- 1, 2, 5, and 10 MeV. As may be aeon from Table II , where Yadov1 s
re an I ts  are given, above 2 MeV the energy dependence o f R is  very small. The
re su lt fo r 10 MeV is  p lotted  in f ig . 7, and comparison with the corresponding
curve taken from Yeshbach* s work ( f i g .  6) shows good agreement.
The exact scattering cross section for mercury, which both the
above authors used in  checking th e ir  approxiiaations, was calculated by .nssey 
(7)who' , on the assumption that the positron was a *irac p a rtic le  with 
p ositive  cl large, made the necessary changes o f sign in  B artle tt and ugtsxi* s 
electron  calcu lations. His re su lt , together v/ith the orig inal re su lt fo r  
electrons, is  shcam in  fig# 6. Also in  th is  figure are shown the positron  
versions of the two Mott approximations mentioned abovo. I t  may be seen 
tliat o f these the simpler one, R ^ , is  the ixxre accurate and gives f a i r  
agreement v/ith tlie exact cross section at a l l  angles.
Again, as in  the case o f electron scattering, the values used fo r  
comparison v/ith experiment w il l  be the improved oC^  ones given by Feshbach 
and estimated by him to l i e  with!n 2 of the true point nucleus cross section  
fo r a l l  values of 9 .
(c) Modification of cross sections due to f in ite  size o f nucleus, 
iior/ing obtained a reasonably accurate evaluation of the cross 
section fo r scattering by a point nucleus, we must now consider the modi­
fica tion s to th is cross section nBute necessary by the fact t  at at tlie 
energies with which we are concerned the nucleus may no longer be considered 
as a point, since tlie wave-length of the incident electrons is  of the same 
oider o f naagnitude as the dimensions of tlie scattering nuclei. In th is  case, 
as Aoheoon' '' has pointed out, a reduction of the cross section is  to  be 
expected in  some directions owing to interfere!»ce between the scattered
waves originating fi'om different porta of tho nucleus.
The effects of finite nuclear also wore first considered by
(9)osc ' who took two cases — the scattering of electrons by (a) deuterium 
and (b) heavy nuclei. The first case will not be considered here. For the 
second case Rose calculated tlie deviation from "point nucleus” scattering 
far a scattering angle of 90° and an energy of 50 o7, assuming a uniform
charge density. The validity of these results was questioned by Acheson^^ 
an the grounds that Rose had enqnlcyed the Bern approximation in his 
calculations so that tliey could not bo expected to apply to heavy nuclei.
Without using this approdLmaticn Ache3on made a calculation of the
phase sliift produced in tlie scattered electron wave for two nuclear . ole Is
(a) a uniform distribution of charge throughout the nucleus, and (b) a shell
distribution (uniform distribution of charge over the surface of tlie nucleus).
-13He assumed tliat the nuclear radius oould be represented by r a 1 .A3 x 10
A.
A1' >cm# and obtained the ratio of the scattering d'oss section to that for a 
point nucleus for 2 » 13f 29, 50, and 79 and for electron energies of 15 - 
35 heV. These results, including extrapolated values for 10 MeV obtained by 
the present writer, are shown in fig. 3.
Ache son points out in his paper that different charge distributions 
will produce different pliase changes - raising tlie possibility that accurate 
ineasurexaanto of scattering cross sections might yield information can the 
distribution of charge in the nucleus. Feshbach^ ^  however, lias sham that 
provided that the quantity Vtijto «  1 (S a electron energy, R = nuclear 
radius), that is up to energies of 20 -30 MeV, the effects of different 
distributions (if spherically symaotrical) are the same as those of changes of 
nuclear size. In particular, a shell distribution, in which the charge is
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uniforaly distributed over the surface of a sphere of radius R , produces 
the same scattering as a lanifam distribution throughout & spiere of radius
Hu if Hs . 0.36 Ru.
(11 )Bodiier '  lias pointed oufc in c l  recent paper tliat the expression
which Feshbach assumes in his proof to bo nuch less than unity is in fact in
riany caeca (for exarrmic for heavy nuclei and energies of about 20 MaV) of
tho same order, or bigger than, unity, Bodnar verifies 'l eshbach's
conclusions withoit this limitation, and estimates that the conclusions given
above apply up to energies of about 30 IcV,
(12)eoently Kit on' * hoc extended tlioae calculations to higher 
energies and has aha/n that, at least up to about 40 UeV,, there is no hope 
of distinguishing experimentally between different cliarge distributions,
Elton has used the Barn aprraxir.mTion to estimate at what energies effects 
due to nuclear aise become notioo&blo and has thou carried out on accurate 
numerical calculation at one energy and for one type of nucleus, fhese 
calculations were mads far (A) a point nucleus, (B) a uniform spherical 
charge distribution and (c)a uniform shell distribution. B and C were both 
for a. nuclear radius of (a^/2mc^)A^ ^ = 1.41 x 10 *cra, In Table III
Alton’s values of qj(#)/ r(A)( 6 ) obtained with the 3om approximation
are given for alundnium, far B = 30° and 150° ana for eloctrcii energies from
2.3 to 40 MeV. In Table IV the sane quantities nr© given for gold. From 
these tables it may be seen that noticeable deviations from "point nucleus" 
scattering mny be expected far energies ^ 40 MoV * for ii^ iht elements and 
> 20 lieV far heavy ones.
Klton* s exact calculation was carried out for gold nuclei and an 
energy of 20 teV. The ratio <T B c>(0 )/) 8° obtained io sham,
n.
as a function of 9 9 in fig* 10*
(13)Parzen has carried out similar calculations far scattering
try nercury nuclei of 100 MeV electrons, using (a) a nuclear radius of 
-1./8.09 x 10 "cm. and a uniform charge distribution, (b) the same radius v/ith
the charge density increasing by 43 * from the centre to the outer edge (the
type distribution suggested by ieeriberg^^) and (c) a unifara
distribution with t}» radius decreased by 5 - to indicate the sensitivity
of the scattering to nuclear size* The results are shcr».n in fig* 11 where
the similarity to an optical diffraction pattern may be seen at once*
(15)Unfortunately, as has since been pointed out, * a numerical error was made 
in the calculation of these results and the actual values given in fig* 11 
cannot be regarded as reliable. Tlie general shape of the curve is, however, 
that to be expected for a sharply bounded nucleus of the type used in the 
calculation.
For positrons Klton and Parker^ ^  have recently calculated the 
effect by a method similar to that used by ^ lton for electrons and described 
above. Tlie calculation was wade for gold nuclei and an energy of 20 MeV.
As can be seen from fig, 12 the effect is considerably smaller than far 
electrons, which is to be expected since the positions will not, in general, 
r' ^ ro&ch as close to the nucleus as will electrons of the same energy.
Also, as fig. 13 shows, the ratio ( 0)/ & ) is very considerably altered
when this effect is taken into account.
(d) Other effects.
In a general consideration of electron and oositrcn scattering 
several other factors, besides tho finite size of tlie scattering nucleus, 
mist be taken into consideration. Far exBjqple, oczxtterir-g by atomic
electrons and the action of tlie go olectrcno in screening the nuclear ciiargo 
and tho effect of nuclear raultipolo moments and of radiation by the electrons 
when scattered may all, uxifler certain circumstances, modify tho scattering 
cross soctico .
In the work to be described in Section 2 cases of electron-electron
or positrcxi-electron scattering can, provided tliat tlie atonic electron
ooauirea a significant energy, be easily listin iiishud from nuclear
scattering events by the presence of a second track at tho scattering point.
In other work, such as the Measurement of scattering in foils with
ionisation chambers or Geiger counters as detectors, it is not so eaqy to
separate the two types of scattering, though in this case allowance way be
made by reducing the i^ eocurod cross sections by an aaount calculated from the
thecscy of electron-electron scattering* In the work of Lyman, Hanson and
(17}c^ost, to be described later' *, the use of an analysing laa^ nst enabled
elec Lron-electrar* events to be separated out because of the considerable
energy loss which tlie scattered particle undergoes in this process. This is
shown later (in fig. 18). These authors ma.de a study of olcctrcav-electron
scattering at the same time os their nucloar scutte ing work was done, and
(18}found that their results agreed well with n^ llafc's theory' Because of
the above cansidcrations this process will not be considered further here.
The off cot a of nuclear screening by atomic electrons have been 
considered by  ^ far old atoins and electron energies of up to 1 IfeV •
The calculations indicate tliat, in this cauo, ocrocni.ig ia important only for 
largo act les scattering (9 > zj0°) and tliat forjielativiatic velocities 
tlie effect is independent of energy. l.ahrf s accurate equations are 
co)jplicuted, but far angles of scattering less than 90K' it ia sho,/n that
2./.
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*e lMtv) 2.5 4 . 9.5
9 46° 90° 135° 45° 90° 135° 46° 90° 135°
10 4.8 7.4 8.7 6.9 9.9 11.3 12.4 15*9 17.5
25 3*9 6.0 7.1 5.7 £ .1 9.3 10.5 13.5 14.8
50 3.2 £•0 6*9 4.7 1.8 7.* 9.0 11.7 1 2.B
100 2*5 3*9 4.7 3.8 5.1 6.4 7.6 9.9 10.8
tho ratio oi‘ the scattering croco aocticn to tho Rutherford ercos section 
is given by
R = (1 + i ■ 157^ ' O3ln !)2 (11>
From tais fonsula the depends/xe upon 6 end indejendence of ener y 
mentioned above can be seen and it is also clear that the effect io Icoo 
important for smaller values of Z, so that in tho i resent work ( 0 ^ 90°,
Z 5 35 or 47) the effect wHl bo small. This is shown in fig. 14, where 
Mohr1 a results are plotted for an energy of about 1 tieV. and it can be aeen
>;hat up to & = 90° the unmodified Bartlett and Watson formula, (or its
" 4  -0( uivalent far limiter nuclei, the corrected fo^ mila; io adequate.
The effects of nuclear -Julti' ole aouuita liavo recently been 
considered by Parker^  ^  ’..ho showed tliat the iiucloar magnetic and electric 
quadri] ole moments (and so very probably also lii iiur oruer oultipolos) 
ooulu be ignored in scattering experiments because the alteration to the 
cross section cai^ sed by thooc moments is ouch loss than tlie experimental 
error. von if the nuclei were aligned so as to give tlie oaxiaum of feet it 
would amount only to about 0.1/j of the normal cross section.)
The last effect which we shall consider, tliat due to radiation of 
energy by scattered pnrtirles, has boon the subject of calculations by 
.chwinger^  ^  ^ , end by lit oil and Robertson^  who pointed out errors in
Schwinger1 s work, Since in a collide rat ion of tliis effect the Bom
approximation is used, tho rosul-s iiold only for low Z elements (up to about
(3) . . .2 a 15 according to McKinley and Feshbach '). Calculations valid for
values of 2 cccrespon dUr, to silver and bromine liavo not yet been made.
Table V, taken from Elton and Robertson1:) paper, shews the percentage
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TABUS 6
Scat- terer• Energy(AeV)
Angle of 
Scatter ( $ )
(Metres) 
Track Length
Mo* of Deflect!ons Exotl.<r*Theo.
A 0.4 — 1>1 20 - 180° 875 201 0*85 L
A 1.5 - 3.0 20 - 180° 180 212 10 - 1Q<) v
A 0.2 - 1 . 1 20 - 180° 82 113 1.7 *
A 1.5 - 3.0 20 - 180° 116 92 12 b\
A 0.3 — 2.5 20 - 180° 294 47 0.7 7!
A 0.2 - 3.0 15 - 180° 515 42 1.3 71
N 0.2 - 3.1 15 - 180° 367 41 1.5 )i
F 0.2 - 3.0 15 - 180° 910 113 1 . 2 7j
A 1.7 - 2.4 30 - 100° 350 48 0.75 71
A 0.2 - 1 . 1 20 - 150° 103 308 1 .0 >j
A 1.5 - 3.0 20 - 150° 130 84 2.5 j)
A 0 *eo1CM•O 20 - 180° 708 135 1.5
Kr 0.2 - 3.0 40 - 180° 140 10 0.16 n
1 0.7 - 1.2 20 - 180° - 0.4 ic
i 0.B - 3.2 15 - 180° 459 249 1 . 0 a
Xe 0.6 - 2.6 40 - 180° 240 51 0.2 irl
Xe 2 .1 20 -  180° 64 161 0.85
X* 2 .1 40 - 180° 172 101 0.85 <«
Hg 
_______ j
0.5 -  1.1 20 -  180° 350 152 0*15 3 o
%
change in the scattering cross section caused by tiio radiation of an amount 
of energy up to A 11 during the scattering process. It can be seen from tliis 
Table that for values of A E detectable in the present work, provided that the
. _ ■ 1 . ' ” i. xeffect for silver and bromine nuclei is not ouch <£reater than that for Z < 15, 
the correct ion will be small.
To summarise tlie effects of the various processes and factors 
considered in this section we may say that it appears fairly certain that the 
effects of electran-eloctrcn scattering, of ..ultipols nuclear moments and of 
nuclear screening will, in the work to be described in Section 2, be 
negligible and that although accurate calculations of the offect have not been 
made, tlie indications are that the effect of radiation during scattering will 
be small. Only the effects of finite nuclear size are likely to be 
appreciable and far the bo the expected variation of cross-section for electrons 
can rea ily be calculated, and, as will be 3hc»m in the follcxrijng section, 
this variation lias been verified by other expeiiments. Far positrons the 
effect will be smaller but it lias not been veiifled experimentally.
* A ' *
1.2.2. Experimental work on the single scattering of elections and positrons,
(a) Electrons.
Although measurements of the scattering; of electrons liave been*■»
made continually over tlie past thirty years, until about six years ago
considerable divergence existed between different authors* experimental
(23)results. Table VI, taken from a pap or by Kandels, Chao and GraneN , 
summarizes some of tbs early results and their wide divergence can be seen 
at onoe. idoat of the disagreement has new been shown to be due to
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r Tlu 80.0 17.0 6.0 2.8 1.5 0.9 0.5Xe 1.5-2.9 2.C Ex. 73.5 17.0 7.5 3.0 1.0 2.0 l.U
Xe 2•9-5*8 4.7 TK. 47.0 21.0 7.4 3.5 1.8 1 .0 0.6Ex. 62.5 23. 5 3.5 2.5 3.0 2.0 0
Xe 5.B-6.0 7.3 Th. 90.0 20.0 6.9 3.3 1 .8 1 .0 0.6Ex. 86.5 27.5 18.0 3.5 3.0 0 0
Tota: Tfc. 569.5 126.7 45.3 21.0 11.5 6.5 3.9v Ex. 529.5 152.5 64.0 27.0 13.5 9.0 3.0
experimental short-ccGdn ja, such asf in the case oi* scattering by foils, 
insufficient correction for multiple scattering effects and for geometrical 
effects of the apparatus* About six years ago careful experiments Wei'S 
performed which established reasonably well the agreement between o cpcriment 
and theory up to electron energies of at least 3 tiaV, and more recently 
agree;nent has been found at higher energies, haise of those experiments will 
be described before an account is given of tlie more recent v/ark*
A typical example of tlie expansion clumber experiments is that dr 
candela, Chao and Crone, described in the pupor mentioned above• The 
apneratus ia shown in fig. 13 • Electrons from a radio-active source 
(P^ for energies up to 1.5 MeV., Ra for 1*3 to 2.5 l&V. and Xi° for 2*5 
to 12 MeV.) passed through a crude slit system before entering an expansion 
clumber through a thin window. A magnetic field was applied across the 
chamber and tho radii of curvature of those tracks exhibiting a scatter 
were measured both before and after tlie scatter* The c*ia*l)or was operated 
automatically and about 800 scatters wore found with 150<1 ^  ^ 90° in a 
total track length of 2173 metres with, in turn, air, argon, krypton and 
xenon fillin ;a and for electron energies of from 0.9 to 12 MeV* B was 
determined in this experiment by fitting specially drown cards to the tracks. 
The results, after correction for multiple scattering effects, were compared 
with the sinplor Mott formula ( cVl, ), given in Section 1*2*1* lie/ aro 
shown in Table VH from which it can be seen that generally the experimental 
cross sections tend to be grcater than the value of and reforence to 
fig* 3, of action 1.2.1 confirms that ^  is rather smaller then the true 
cross section. In view of the poor statistics nrobably no more quantitive
*r.
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conclusion can be drawn fron the results. Loss of energy in scattering v/as 
found to be very 3iaall (only two cases of loss of more than 5QJ of the 
incident energy were found.)
An improved technique Y/as used by Champion and for the
study of large angle scattering events. The labour of searching for such 
sex iters was r duced by using Geiger counters to detect events in v/liich 6 
vras greater than 90°• On the ooeuxTencc of such events during the sensitive 
time of the expansion chamber tlie counters, shown by and in
fig. 16, caused the chamber illumination to flash. In this w*y about 1500 
expansions were nade for each photograph which Y/as taken and only 130 
photos raphs were taken for an effective total track length of nearly 100 &/;. 
with electrons of about 1 MeV. scattered by nitrogen. The observed number 
of scatters far a given angular interval was corrected for the selectivity 
of the apparatus (far example, a scatter of less than 120° at ^ in fig. 16 
YYould not be recorded) and this effect was kept small by accepting oaily 
tJiooe tracks whose scatter* occurred within the dotted circle shown in the 
figure.
The r suits of this experiment are shown in Table VIII, and it can 
be seen that, with the exception of the angular interval from 05° to 100°, 
the agreement with fr'ott13 fan-xtla (again ^  vms used) is good. The 
discrepancy far the 85° - 100° interval is attributed by the authors to the 
tendency of an observer to include some tracks with scatters of less than 
85° in tills £p?oup rather than to reject them altogofcjjer. Again statistical 
considerations prevent more detailed conclusion being made frou the 
results.
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TABLE 9
of effectively mono-energetic electrons became available and the possibility
of using ionisation chambers in so&ttering ...easuremcnts \Ftt& increased*
(  2 ;j  )/an de raaff and his associates in fact disposed of moat of tho 
disagreement between the earlier eaqperiiiental xesults by making precise 
measurements with an electrostatic generator and an ionisation chamber*
Their apparatus is shown (ILagrainatically in fig* 17. A differential 
ionisation chamber, which recorded only those particles penetrating the 
front windcwr but not penetrating tlio centre electrode, was used to reduce 
the baclcground current and 0 was measured, to 1 min. of ere, over a range 
from 30° to 6C , The energy of the electrons was known to hi and they were 
scatteied by thin foils at the centre of the scattering cha/iber.
The ratio of observed scattering cros3 section to that given by the 
second Mott formula ( $7^ of section 1 *2.1) far Be, Al, Cu, and. Ag and that 
given try artlott and Batson for Au and Pt are sliown in TaLlo IX for 
electron ener^es of 1*27 to 2.3^  MeV. It is aeon at caice that in this case, 
vdiere statistical uncertainties are small, good agreement with timory is 
obtained - the experimental error being estimated to be about deference
to fig* 3 of Section 1 .2.1 chowa tliat the o^ r^eement between CT^ and the true 
cross section ia good even up to 10 lieV. for all those elements for which it 
was used in this work.
( 26nRecently Paul ond Reich * have published the results of an 
experiment in which 2.2 *eV. electrons from a betatron were scattered by 
foils of Al, Sn, and Pt, tlie scattered been being detected by two keiger 
counters in coincidence* The variations of CT“ with Z was found to be 
different from that predicted by McKinley and Feshbach (the <*c ^  f a r m i l a
J/.
of section 1.2.1). The results are 3hown in fig. 18, from which it can he
“ it"seen that for high Z element8 the divergence from the °c curve amounts to 
about 2Q . On the other hand, this divergence arises entirely from the 
measurements v/ith Pt foils, the other results being in agreement with cXinley 
and Feshbach* s calculations and it appears possible that some experimental 
condition may have been responsible for the disagreement in the case of Pt.
For energies greater than those available from the Van de Graaff
type of accelerator and far large scattering angles accurate experimental
results have until recently been voiy rare, when it became possible to
extract the beam from accelerators such as tho betatron, however, tlie
possibility of further accurate work arose.
(17)In 1951 Lyman, Hanson and Scott reported the results of one of 
the most thorough and complete ireasuronents of electron scattering so far 
carried out. The 15*7 MeV. electron beam of a betatron was extracted, 
focussed maryietically and allowed to paas, entirely in vacuo, to a fcliin 
scattering foil of polystyrene, Al, C , Ag or Au. Scattered electrons were 
detected at angles of from 30° to 150° by means of a coincidence arrangement 
of cigar counters and the unde fleeted beam v/as measured v/ith a Fara&ey 
chamber. Before reaching the detector the scattered electrons were analysed 
by a magnetic field go that the energy distribution after scattering oould be 
determined and during the measurement of elastic scattering all electrons 
which had lost mare than \> of their initial energy wore excluded from tne 
detector.
The apparatus, which is 3hcr»vn in fig. 19, was carefully aligned and 
the observed scattered intensities were corrected for multiple scattering, 
electrorfc-elactron acatteriiig, loss of electrons due to radiation of more than
\o of initial energy and the effects of the detecting aperture size* hone 
of these corrections amounted to more than 1 Q j, The energy Bpectrum of the 
scattered electrons is shown, for the case of scattering through 30° by 
carbon nuclei (polystyrene scatterer), in fig* 20, in vdiich eleotrcn-electron 
and electroaa-nucleus events can be seen to be clearly separated* Results 
were collected in this work ovur the period of a year, during which time the 
errors of meesurei;jant were gradually reduced - tho results shown in fig* 21 
are the last and most accurate* In this figure tlio experimental cross 
section is expressed as a ratio to the siwpler hott foxmila (p7tt ) and plotted 
against 0 for various scattering elements (the lines merely connect together 
the experimental points and h. ve no theoretical significance)* Accurate 
theoretical crocs 3actions (<7^ ) wore calculated for scattering by point 
nuclei from tlte^ c formula and the ratio 'i7as plotted against 0
as stavn in fig. 22. The vcidation of this ratio from unity was attributed 
to the effects of the finite size of the scattering nuclei and the curves 
of fig. 22 are thooe calculated by the method of Acheson (mentioned in 
iiectiom 1.2*1) far a nucleus of raciius r = 1*37 x A^ J x 10**^  cm* Only in 
the c so of scattering by gold nuclei was it possible to distinguish between 
di forent charge distributions in the nucleus and as can be seen from fi^ * 22 
the experimental results favoured a uniform rather tlian a 3hell distribution 
and sight be token to indicate a distribution in which the charge density 
was greater at the centre of the nucleus than at the surface*
hooentJy lidd et al.^have published an account of tijeir 
exr orients on electron scattering at onerves up «o pO tieV* The electrons 
were scattered, while still insiuo tho vacuum chamber of a " race-track?',
by a thin Toil and the scattered particles emerged tlirough an Minnrfyyium
window to a detecting system consisting of a magnetic analyser and a deiger
counter telescope, all of which could be set at any an0Ic from to 135°
with respect to the incident beam. A similar detector was set permanently
at 90° on the opposite side of the target from the rotatable detector and was
used to normalise readings. Because the incident beam intensity and effective
target thickness could not be detcxrriuned accurately, absolute cross sections
could not be obtained. The ratio cr (Q )/ (T (90°), when plotted against 0 as
shorn, for a 0,007 inch tun^t^n foil, in fig, 23, agreed reasonably well
with a uniform charge distribution modal, The agreement was not so good,
however, when, as in fig, 24, the ratio P~(60O)/ 0“ (90°) was plotted against
(mass number)^ ''. A uniform charge distribution with r = 1.45 x A1'^ x
10 J cm. (which corresponus to tnat used by Lyman et al. 4 1) predicts a
constant value of about eleven for all elements. It is stated in this paper
(that the nuclear model proposed by 1/1 Is an , which 0011s ists of a saturated 
core of cilargo surrounded by an exponentially decreasing distribution, may 
give the best agreement v/ith the experimental results, further ufcsasurements 
of this kind at higher energies would be of groat value in establishing the 
nature of the distribution,
decently an experiment of this type, similar in its experimental 
arrangement and its accuracy, to that of Lyman, Hanson and Scott but using
(15)electrons of 125 to 150 jfleV. energy has been described by Hofstodter et al. ; 
The source of electrons was a " racetrack" from which the beam was removed by 
a deflecting ma^ aot. After removal the beam v/as focused onto a scattering 
foil by a second iae^ nel and the electrons scattered at a given angle in 
the foil were analysed by a third uagnet and detected by a Ceronkov counter.
The unseat tered beam was monitored by an ionisation chamber•
..hen measurements -were made with this apparatus it was found that tlie
scattered bean suffered energy losses depending upon the angle of scattering
and the type of scattering nucleus* These losses ware Interpreted as
resulting from the rocoil of the scattering nucleus. The amount by which the
peak of the scattered beam was shifted, could be used to identify the
scattering nucleus, as ia sham by fig. 25 where the beam is scattered at 2(5°
by a polyethylene target. The two peaks due to scattering by fc^ ydrogen and by
carbon are seen to be clearly resolved.
After results had been obtained at a lav energy (25 ieV) to check that
they agreed with those of lyman, hansom and bcott, j^ easurements were made at
125 and 150 laeV with foils of bexyilium, gold, lead and tantalum. The
re s u ltb are sham in f ig . 26. Fig. 26(a) shews that a marked tieviaticn from
"point nucleus" scattering occurs and tliat Paraen*s prediction of sharp
laaxiiia and minima in the scattered intensity is not verified, indicating that
the nuclear boundary is not sharp. Several types of charge distributions were
used in efforts to fit these results and the best fit was found for a
distribution decreasing e xponentially with increasing radius. It is pointed
( 2 9 )out in Ilofstadtor et al.*s paper and in one by chiffv ' on the interpretation 
of the experimental results, that accurate values of the theoretical cross 
sections, not involving the Born appro imaticn, have not been mode for these 
energies and that the main conclusions which can be made from the results are 
that the charge density falls with increasing distance from the centre of tho 
nucleus and that the nuclear boundary is, at any rate for electrons 
scattering forces, not sharp.
« -
(b) Positrons*
The experimental data cn positron scattering are mich loss complete 
than those on electron scatt ring and here again considerable divergence is to 
be found between the early results of different experimenters. Disagreement 
wa3 particularly ;rarkad between different early tcasureraents of the ratio of 
elastic to inelastic scattering - Barker and Chaiapicn^^, Lo Prince Ringuet^^,
C 72)Ben Gupta'J ' and others uuing cloud chambers reported much more inelastic 
scattering than theory predicted, whereas Bothe^  using a ioagnetic p -ray 
spectrograph to analyse the scattered particles did not find ar\y anomalous 
Inelastio scattering. All the above experimentors used radio-active sources 
to provide their incident particles and tuch of tlie disagree;^ nt is 
undoubtedly due to uncertainties over the particle energy, to poor statistics 
end to experimental difficulties such as poor cloud chamber illumination.
chambers, and that of Lipkin in */hich a Geiger counter and a magnetic 
spectrograph were used to detect the scattered beam* The experiments of
gar filling of the expansion chamber which was nitrogen in the former case and 
argon in tlie latter. In both cases an automatic chamber was used with gas 
discharge illumination and about 150 metres of track were examined, tovatsan
number of scattering events observed, toy and Graven usea rtn to provide 
Xxjsitrons of 0.53 - 0.98 MeV. energy, wliioh were scattered in nitrogen. 3000 
photographs yielded 85 scatters in 712 metres of track.
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T A b L E  1 0
Author
\t . . i
Energy 
(toe V )
Scatterer AO* Of '
Scatters
Concl
Fowler and Oppenheimer
(1938)
10.5 Pb 9 (»14.5°] % + s
0.45 Au 30 (^17°) e-' =
i Lasioh (1948)
i
0.68 Au 30 (?17°) X
1 ' ' 1
0.95 AU 30 (?17°) •
howetson and Atkinson 
(1951)
0.7 A 65.5(^20°) wtxoV
/"The
Cusack (1952)
Hoy and Groven (1952)
I _
0.3
0.53-0.98
i
N
h
114 (>20°) 
85 (;>15°)
Exp
''"The
Exp*
table 1 1
Foil Energy
(MOV)  ^4 1, ^ Mea8-J 1 ^e*iorr<i. StatisticalError
(50
0*68 1.73 1.73 4
0.00068" Cu 0.98 1.95 1.93 5
1.29 2.07 2.06 1 1
0.68 2.27 3.17 4
0.0002" Pt 0.98 2 . 88 3.30 5
1.29 3.00 3*68 1 1
0.68 3.13 3.14 5
O.OoCl" Pt 0.98 3.13 3.22 4
--
1.29 3.60 3.70 10
The results of these experiments are shown, together with those of 
earlier work by Lasiofa^^ and by Fowler and Oppenheimer '^^, in Table X, 
which ia considered to represent nil the reliable experimental evidence an 
positron scattering available from expansion chamber work. It can be seen 
that the results are very .meagre and do not offer any marked support for 
theory, neither of tlie recent experiments described above yielded ony 
evidence of excessive inelastic scattering.
Undoubtedly the most valuable expe iaent on positron scattering
wliich has so far been performed is that of JUipkin in which tlie scattering of
1 eV. positrons and electrons was cGlared using Al, Cu, Pt, and Fb foils.
The apparatus is shewn in fig. 27. electrons from or positrons from
66G-a were focused by the solenoid onto the scattering foil and those which 
were scattered through 57.9° passed out along the axis of tho solenoid to an 
analysing magnet after which they readied a Geiger counter where they were 
detected. One disadvantage of this apparatus is that only offie scattering 
angle could be used, but . gainst this must be counted the fact that electron 
and positron scattering could be compared under almost identical Conditions 
and the ratio cr /cr-+ found accurately. ilcAinley and Feshbach* s value for 
the ratio of electron to positron scattering crocs sections for c;rbon was 
accepted in this experiment and used to normalise the source strengths before 
comparisons of the scattering by other elements were made. Corrections were 
applied to the observed numbers of scattered electrons and positrons to allow 
for multiple scattering in the foils, the effects of which were checked in the 
case of scattering by platinum by using two foils of different thicknesses.
The results of this work are shown in Table XI. Again no evidence
*
of excessive inelastic scattering was found - in fact only in the case of 
aluminium was any evidence found of this type of scattering.
To summarise the present position concerning the single scattering 
of electro:is and positrons, the experimental results for electrons appear at 
all energies to agree reasonably with tlie predictions of uheoxy when 
allowance i3 node for finite nuclear size etc. In the cose of positron 
scattering, however, much less experimental evidence has been obtained end 
at tlie ener ies available in the present work (^10 iieV.) the information 
is voiy i.oagro.
1 .3. Previous work on multiple scattering*
Theory*
In this section the theoretical treatment of multiple scattering 
by various authors will bo summarised, first the original theory of
J. Williams and then the later theories which have been developed by various 
writers in order to improve tlie range of ap licaticn and the accuracy of the 
theoretical predictions.
(a) .liHiazas* theory of multiple scattering.
The first comprehensive theory of multiple sea It ring of charged 
particles by atoms was given by S. J. Williams in 1938'^ • This theoacy 
will be outlined below so that the later modifications may be made clear. 
Williams considered a beam of electrons of velocity v passing through a 
medium with N atoms per cc. and with atomic number Z. The probability that
in travelling a distance t in this odium an electron will suffer a single 
deflection idirough an angle 0 to 0 + d0 ia given by
P( 8 )d 0 = 2irwt<r(a )sin£d0 .
Assuming that condi Ciena ait? such tliat tlie Rutherford theory of single 
scattering anplJy.-* (i.e. for small angles, low Z nuclei and negligible effects 
duo to Unite nuclear also etc.j, v/e riave
P( 0 )d 0 s f*8 tt KtZ^ c^ (l • p2)/mV+ d 0 (putting sin 0/2 a 0/i
m  and coo 5^ . = 1)
If wo no y take jau tinglo 0^ , such that the probability of
scattering through an angle greater than 0j in tne distance t is unity,
we have
It
( fi ) d 0 = 1
&.
so that
47iJrtzV\l - fi 2)/mV .
Since the ttutherfai’d cross coction increases rapidly with decreasing angle 
tlie occurrence of scatterin' t Trough angles smaller than 6f will be frequent 
and those scatters will give an anprcodUatoly Gaussian distribution of tho 
resultant angle, PC, i.e.
A;(oC)doc = (2/tT < )exp.(-cc2/7? (^)2)dot = (#jr^ )exp.(»ct/2 <&-)
where is the ^ -oun and °cz the mean 3ouare, of the individual deflections
making up oc . Henoe
f 0.
cc* = ( &LV{9)i9 = f 8Tu,tZ2e4(l - p 2)/mV log 0j ’ (12)
In order to obtain a finite value fat* we mujt set a lower
lim i- tc  the permissible values of 0 and th is  is  ju s t if ie d  by cho e ffe c ts  of 
electron  screening, which we have hitherto neglected, i f  an electron passes 
outside the outermost sh e ll of an atom we ifsy take i t s  deflection to be zero, 
w hilst i f  i t  passes inside tiiis  sh e ll i t  w i l l  su ffe r a deflection not less  
than a certain  value, 0 ^ . The value of 0 . depends upon whether the 
experixaental conditions favour the c la ss ic a l or the johi approximation cases, 
i . e .  upon whether lie / 127p ^  1 (c lass ica l)  or <-c  1 (Born approximation). 
In the la t te r  case, whioh usually applies in  electron scattering, williams
found, on the assumption of a Verxai-fhoiaaa atomic fie ld , ^hat
i p i
0 . =2 , 1  Z^ Tv (1 -  ') Vinva. whore a i s  the ra  ,ius of . he f i r s t  Bohr
• O  O
orbit o f hydrogen, giving
?  = 2 0 2 log [65.3 (i 6</(i - (J2) ^ ] (13)
 ^ / -x 2
The eorreeron.dmx re su lt fo r  the c la ss ic a l case was 0 -r, = h o  2 e /pva .o
Considering only the rjroj actions, : , of the true scatte ing an le; 
in  the plane perpendicular to the lin e  of view « the quantities usually  
measured in  expansion chamber and photographic p la te  determinations of 
scattering , one finds 4> , = 1 • 73 Z5 H / p a. . The aean absolute deviationc * I Lull * O
o f <j> is
«/ »  = f 2 e 2(M ZZ)^ ts/prJ / log <f> 2/ 2
and 
Si = [2(N22)^ e2t’PpvJ £ ln(2Ti ht X“/3.1 iiv2 ^  5 = Txb
(14)
Finally, i f  the contribution o i project ted scatters > P, is  taken 
in to  account, one finds <^ T = ( 1 * 4 5 ^  + O.dOof,) (13)
(b) I provejaents on illiaias* theory.
Since th is  study of multiple scattering was published in  193#, 
aevei-al authors have described modifications anl improvements to  i t .  A ll  tho 
modified rioaries are however closely re lated , and a l l  lead to farraulae 
sim ilar to  equation ( 1 4 ) above, with the same value o f J" in a l l  cases but 
d iffe ren t expressions fo r L.
(41)Croudsznit and Sampler sen' have developed a ioore rigorous theory
than that outlined above, in  v/hich they denote by P( 0 )do> tiie probability  
tiia t, in  a c o llis io n , an electron w il l  be scattered in to  the so lid  angle dw  
around 0 ,  i . e .  P( 0 ) = ^~(®)/Q where Q is  tiie to ta l cross section. P(0 ) 
io  then expanded in  the form P( 0 ) » £  (2n ♦ 0  ^ n^ n ( 0 0 0  ®) an*jL t l^e chance of 
the scattered electron being in  the so lid  angle d w around & a f te r  two 
c o llis io n s , and then, generally, a lte r  a co llis io n s, is  calculated. Combining 
with t iis the probability flf(s) that an electron v/ill su ffer a co llis io n s , 
Goudsmit and oauncierson find fo r a PernrL-Thomas f ie ld
• jb n ut z234( 1 -  p2)/m2vvj' ioa( 0 .6 4  0 , /B XJ)
th at is
OC a  T  X  l J l ( 0 . 6 4  ^  x  L tjr#g # t 1 6 )
in  agreeiiient with Williams' equation (e u&tian (14) above) from the simpler
treatment. The d iff ic u lt ie s  o f tho two a<praximatians (Born approximation and
c lass ica l)  fo r  d ifferen t experimental conditions s t i l l  remain, however,
(42^In 1947 Moliere derived a multiple scattering equation in which 
the disadvantage of two d iffe ren t solutions fo r  the extreme conditions
n 9(Ze/l37p 1 or «. 1) and none for the intermediate state  (Z e~/tjyp/iA) 
was removed by .cans of an exact quantum-mechanical study' of single
scattering, yielding an expression far which holds with reasonable
2accuracy for all values of Ze /137J3 • This expression is:-
f l o w  =  - p 2 V  0 .4365  X iO^mJ(1 . 1 3  +  3 .7 6  2 .^ 1 3 7 (3  p
(17)
lilolioro* s expression for tho combination of single scattering events 
is of tho fom:
PCf )a <f = Fi2/T\ ^ )q <*> + (</>)/>-> + fA;(<J> )/b2j
L (18)
where '^(c^ JdS refers to the projected a^ sle of scattering, f^;(<£ ) ana
) ape functions given in Holier©*s paper, and B is given by B «* I11B « 
C'*r) ?Vt1nA. - 0,115/where fL^ « * $ntAf ®«d is a measure of the avei-age nuzober
of collisions suffered by an election in traversing a distance t of the 
medium#
In or lor that the approximations im e in deriving this formula 
should be valid it is necessary tliat 1/Bn should be small for values of n
creator than 2 and it can be shaun tliat this condition is satisfied for most
media for t > 10 cm.
The eon deviation of is given by
cj> = $ #(1 •» 0.90^3 - 0.117/T)2) = Tr. L, (20)
which correspon la to williams* expression (Linn. (14)), but has the
nadvantage that it a' plies for all values of Ze*"/137^  « Values of have been 
given, as a function of the kinetic energy of tiie scattered particles (in 
units of their r *st energy/, end for various values of t, by Goldschmidt-*
olenaont (43) # Those values are shown in fig, 2d.
Recently Beth<r y lias shc&Tn tliat Jblisro's theory may be derived
on a simpler mathematical basis tlian that ori;;inal3y used and lias shown that
Vthe theories of .ioliere, biyder and Scott, • -oudsir&t and ;aunderson and of 
Lewis (not ler.lt with in tills account) are all closely related and in tlie 
sa.je circuKistances lead to veiy similar results. In an abstract o oncer and 
Blanchard^ mention further jaodlficatioaic to t. e jioliere thooiy intended 
to avoid this theory1 s limitation to small anj lo components of Multiple 
scattering by using Feshbach1 c distribution of single scattering angles 
instead of the simpler one used by l&llare, It is stated that the agreement 
vd.th experiment is 1 proved (see Hanson, Lanzl, iyman and Scott, section 
1.3.2) as a result of this modification*
/ iSxyder and tcoit's atudfcy of tlie prdbleinv 9 is based on the solution
f lift)of leered1 s fundamental diffusion equation^  with the assuKT'tion that the 
Born approximation holds good (i.e. the theory applies for only ono of 
tiilliains1 two cases). These authors express their results in terms of>tw , 
cn ngular unit depending unon the radius at which atomic electron 3crooning
i 2-1is effective:- ^  = £2*^ (1 - (I )y aoinv (analogous to ..illiains1 <j> ^ ) and 
^ , a unit path length in the absorber: - 1// = ft
It csai be shown' that, for naraal Ilford (15 ouulaicaio,
>lo = 1.39(Vme) f(^/MT)2 - 1 j (21)
and
x - 0.160 f c v v ^ l / f v ^ ] 2 (22)
where ra and ia ai-e the rest masses of tho scattered particle and of the e
electron, and 1  and Er are tlie Jane ic and total energies of the scattered 
particle, t/o calculate tlio mean angle of scattering in degrees from
<&>• = i0 j i  >*a (23)
where ./(>£ ) ia  tho probability o f scattering through an angle ^ In a distance 
t  and can be evaluated from functions given in  tables in  diyder and bco^t* s 
porter# As stated  above the resu lts  o f this theory are very sim ilar to  those 
o f Ifoliero* 3  work*
Comparisons of the d ifferen t theories fa r p articu la r ejqieriaontal 
conditions firs given in  the following section, for exonrlc, in  f ig . 33#
I t  lias been shorn above that a l l  the theories lead to  the equation
. I t  has been shewn above that a l l  the theories lead to  the equation
' /*• O 2 " -i- n
2e**(KZ ) t 2/pv 7 x L (for a ng3y okiarged pain; id e a ;  • th is  riiay beexp    ' 7 - —  f X"--------------------------r/
and is called the “scattering con3taIlt, of the indium, because L is not quite 
in, ^pendent of the particle velocity and the value of t, K is not a true
*
constant of tho meiiAunu i’he determination of K for a particular j .odium under 
particular conditions is necessary in arlei* that the medium a/ be used far 
multiple scattering ueterr^ inationo of particle energies; and iieasure^ aents 
of the veriaticm of K with particle velocity and with t arc of interest in 
checking the theories.
1 .3 * 2 . S x p er iim n t.
ixpciii/cnts in v.irlch iueoaureiaants of multiple scattering have been 
made and cocmarcd with theoretical predictions fall into two groups. The 
first ,xoup, of which the best example ia probably tlie work of Hanson, Lanzl, 
Iyman and bcott^^, consists of experiments in vhioh the spatial 
distribution of a beam of elcc rons after pa sing through a thin foil is
where K = 2o_(KZ‘ /' L (25)
determined by a detector (probably an ionisation chamber) and compared with 
the d istribution  predicted by theory. In the second grcu of experiments 
measmawosnts are ;aade on individual tracks and tiie scattering constant of tho 
;:ie>dium dctexmincd and compared with che theoretical value.
Ail expeidLnent o f the f i r s t  type has been described by Kulchitsky
(51)and LatychevN“ , In th is  work the multiple scattering o f 2.23 MeV. electrons
(from a 200 nC. Rd. source) in  alundxiiim, copper, iron, molybdenuii, s i lv e r ,
t in , gold and lead was ctudied. fhe electrons v:e. e analysed, before being
scattered, by on electromagnet, and a fte r  3 catteidiig they were detected by a
vroincldenjce p a ir o f Oeiger counters which could be set at various angles to
tiie incident beam. In each case the thickness o f the scattering fo i l  was
chosen so that the half-width o f -he scattered beam was about 10°. The
resu lts  o f th is  e x r  eriiaont are shown by the so lid  dots in  fig . 2 9 ,  where the
2 L. 2 2~width o f the scattered beam (in  units o f (4"fi h(Z + Z)e /p v ) B) ia  p lo tted  
against the numb r  o f co llis io n s . The so lid  line represents the 
prediction o f -1ms lio liere theory. This figure is  taken from Hanson, Ijanzl, 
Lyman and Scott's paper and is  referred  to again below.
Hanson, Lanzl, Iyman and Scott* s experiment was ^erfcrrned, with  
only a few modifications, with tho apparatus v/ith wliich single scattering  
moans ’rements were mo.jc and v/hich has been described e a r lie r  and is  shown in  
f i ;  . 19 of section 1 . 2 . 2 .  In the multiple scattering experiments 15.7 MeV. 
electrons v/ere extracted from a betatron and passed in  vacuo to a scattering  
f o i l  and thence to  an analyser and detector. Tiie geiger counter detector 
uued in  the single scattering Measurements v/as replaced by an ionisation  
ohamber arranged to  co llec t at a given angle a l l  the scattered electrons whose 
energy was within 6?q of the incident energy. In order to  reach the analyser
*6 ,
and ionisation chamber it was necessary far the scattered electrons to
pass through an aperture of \/idth 0*18°, and before being scattered the 
electrons converged onto the foil with & full angular width of 1°. 
Corrections for beam width were therefore felt to be unnecessary.
It can bo seen from fig. >0, i.here the experiment al results far two 
gold foils of different thicknesses ore co..pared with the predictions of 
the uniao.iified Jiolierc theasy, that over the angular range plotted (0 to 
6°) the agroonicnt is good - within 3/* for all points. The dotted lines 
represent a simple Gaussian distribution of the scattering. Using a 
slightly larger aperture to define tlie scattering angle measurements v/ere 
extended to angles of 30° and the oaiqplete results far this range are shown 
in fig. 31 (0° to 6° small aperture, 6° to 30° large aperture) • It may be 
seen that the agreement between theory and experiment is still very close, 
though in tho region 6° to 13° all tlie experimental points lie above the
jtheoretical curve. This discrepancy is sho./n up more clearly when tho 
results are displayed by plotting the ratio of scattering by thick and thin 
foils. In Be the* s paper, mentioned above, this is done, incorporating 
Bethe* s modifications to the i^ olier© theory, and as can be seen from fig. 32, 
tl^e agreement between theory and experiment is tlien excellent.
Measurements v/exe also made in tiiis work of scattering by bexyilium 
foils. Curves corresponding to those of figs. 30, 31 and 32 far gola are 
not given by the authors far bexy Ilium, but ccmp&risons of the widtiia of 
tlie scattered beam with the theoretical beam widths are given, together 
v/ith hulchitslqy and Latychev* a earlier results, in fig. 29, referred to
+7 -
above. The results of Hanson et al. are indicated in this figure by the 
crosses*
An exaiaplc of on experiment falling between the tv/o groups
mentioned at the beginning of this section h&s boon described by Groetzingor
(52)et al*'' • These authors initially »Ade individual measure cent a an 132
electron tracks photo raphed in an expansion cha her v/ith a source, but
expressed their results in the same form as in the above experiment. The
electrons \/ere in the energ/ range 50 to 1,700 ksv* and the measured root
moan square angle of cattering ia sham as a function of electron momentum
(Hp ) by the dotted curve in fig. 33* The solid curves represent the
results of the various theories referred to earlier. It can be seen that
except at the lowest energies the agreement between experiment and --oliere1 d
theoocy io voiy good.
Following this experiment tho investigation was extended to higher
(53)energies and to include tho multiple scattering of positrons' • • In this
10b 32later work the scatt ;ring of electrons from li and positrons from I4n
were ca spared, the results being shown in fig. 34*
In the second type of exporiment tlio method of measuring tho
(54^multiple scattering of a single track devised by ?ov/lerv / is most often 
used. This method will bo described more fully later, but, briefly, it 
consists of naeos- ring the displacement of tho track from a reference line 
(set approximately parallel to the track at the point where tlie measure .onts 
begin) at fixed intervals along this line. The difference between adjacent 
readings of tho displacement (soy yn and y .) gives a measure of tlio anglo 
between the reference line and a chord drawn across the track between tiie 
points at which the roain, a are taken, decond differences (yQ - ) -
vf.
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TABLK 12.
Particles
p 8 !
t Im ) -ftfc/ej J i- bl
---4
K
105 MeV e* i 200 1 310 620 i26.7 ± 0.6 26.2 :
1B5 MeV e* i 400 310 1140 24.9 t  0.8 24.0 :
336 MeV Protons 0.46 600 515 3150 30.7 t  1.0 29.2 :
5 - 5 ^  a©V Protons 0.07 80 900 710 - 26.1 .
9 - 35 MeV Protons 0.02 72 1320 850 _ 27.5 :
(aver.J
TAbLE 13.
Partioles t (jlj K Expt*. Kc Iheo'Kc
105 MeV e* i 1 ?00 96#7 ± 0.6 26.2 T 0.6 25.3
185 MeV e* 1 400 9 4 .9  + 0.8 24.G ± 0. 26.4
336 MeV p 0.46 600 30#7 * l.Q 29.2 ± 1.0 27.7
5-60 MeV P and M 0.14 BO - 26.1 ± 0.7 25.6
10-20 MeV p 0.02 79 - 27.5 t  0.5 25.9
40»280 MeV e“ 1 • 26 ± 1 -
250 ** 24.4 1 0.8 26.5337 MeV ? 0.4C 500 - 24.5 £ 0.8 27.4
750 ! * 24.6 ± 0.9 28.0167 MeV (Av.) e~, «♦ 1 L . .’ 21.2 * 0.7 22.1
(7 af1 -  y Qi 2 ) = yn  -  2yttf1 ♦ 7mZ then  g iv e  tho change o f  t h is  an gle  o»or
“ ' l]4H|
one in te r v a l  along th e  in feren ce  l i n e ,  which, under s u ita b le  c o n d itio n s ,
i s  th e  r e su lta n t an gle oc , o f  the m u ltip le  s c a tte r in g  over t h is  in te r v a l .
The an g le  o f  s c a tte r in g  derived  frcaa theory i s  the mean o f  those
between tan gen ts t o  the tra ck , and the r e la t io n  between t h is  and the can
(3J.)
o f  the an g les between chords ia  g iv en  , fo r  a dauasian d is tr ib u t io n , by
iST « ( 3 /3 ) *  $  (2 6 )
where jec7 i s  the ;aean an g le  between chords, and iff i s  th a t between
* ds is UM of a. m f mg
ta n g e n ts . As mentioned above (Jqn. 24 o f  s e c t io n  1 .3*1) th e  s c a tte r in g
co n sta n t o f  tlie  em ulsion i s  found from an experim ental v a lu e  o f  i<f»
 : 1
by K a i f l  * p « / t 2 .
* *f' *• !r/ to U.I . C9Q . , , ; , .
.Experiment a l  detera& iiations o f  th e  s c a t te r in g  con stan ts  o f
em u lsion s have been g iven  by Ca son^4 ^ ,  Mal/iorraid^ ^ J^, and Vcyvodio and
(56)Piokup *  ^ but the most co. p rch en sivo  s e t  o f  experim ents are rrobAb l y*
th o se  c a r r ie d  out by the B r is to l  group* In  a s e r ie s  o f  papers (5 7 , 58,
I d  s j^ s t ix s e  tit . ■, 1^*1 ^  i t
5 9 , 60 and 61) members o f  t i l l s  group d escribe very f u l l y  measurements o f
• f - •#•». - A ms J L f  Jk ’ . VA" ’ git "IS f 4 I .  > „' ' V * U. ..5 i?YlV 1 R**i .*V i *4 4. r- *
th e s c a tte r in g  co n sta n ts  o f  G5 em ulsions fo r  p o s itr o n s , protons and we sons
tte in i - . c.-n- Tri1 1 - * .^
in  th e  enerty  range 5 t o  336 MaiV. and cccpare th e ir  r e s u lt s  w ith  th e  v a lu es
*  ^ w a *.. * • . *• ylj j|* ’ •  ^  ^ ^  .
p r e d ic te d  by 'o l ie r e 1 s tneaocy. T h eir r e s u lt s  are summarised in  t a b le  XII
and compared w ith  tho v a lu es  p r e d ic te d  by M oliero in  f i g .  35 (a )  arid ( b ) .
In  t h i s  fig u re  K i s  p lo t te d  a g a in st the quantity  which was a e fin ed  in  
th e  d isc u ss io n  o f  Moliore* a r e s u lt s  e a r l ie r  and i s  a met sure o f  the number 
o f  c o l l i s i o n s  which a p a r t ic le  undergoes in  tra v ersin g  one c o l l  length*
J l ^ t , t h e  number o f  c o l l i s i o n s  p er u n it  len gth  o f  path i s  a fu n c tio n  
on ly  o f^ i  * Tlte p o in ts  g iven  in  f i g .  35(b) r e f e r  to  th e  o ca tt  r in g  cons ant 
determ ined when a l l  in d iv id u a l v a lu e s  o f  oc g rea ter  than four tim es th e
<e.
. *jan va lu e  iiavo been removed. These v a lu es  o f  tbe s c a t te r in g  cau3i>arrfc are  
termed the " au t-o ff"  v a lu e s . Tho authors remark th a t tlie  energy o f  the  
p o s itr o n s  vms not known as a c cu r a te ly  os tlia t o f  the o th er p a r t ic le s ,  so  
tlia t p o in ts  1 and 2 are l e s s  accu ra te  titan tine o th ers  but th a t th e  agreement 
between thecay and experim ent ( a l l  p o in ts  are w ith in  about 1Q> o f  tlie 
t h e o r e t ic a l  curves) i s  reasonable so  fa r  as the "uncut” va lu es o f  
s c a t te r in g  con stan t arc concerned. The d if fe r e n c e  between "cut" and 
"uncut" va lu es i s  however, fa r  each p a ir  o f  p o in ts ,  l e s s  than th a t p red ic ted  
by th eory . This i s  a ttr ib u te d  to  the use f a  th in  em ulsion (100yu. ) s in ce  
in  t liia  c a se , e s p e c ia l ly  fo r  la rg e  e e l l - o i s o o ,  track s which s ta y  in  th e  
em ulsion fo r  a s u f f ic ie n t  d ista n ce  to  make them accep tab le  fo r  -jeaauremsnt 
w i l l  ten d  to  be tn oso  w ithout la rg o  s c a t t e r s .
Table XIIT shows v a lu e s  o f  the s c a t te r in g  constant o f  I lfo r d  G5 
emulsionf* determ ined by v a r io u s authors fo r  d if f e r e n t  experim ental 
c o n d it io n s .
Io  oumaarise tlie p resen t p o s i t io n  OGnoeml-ftg m u ltip le  s c a t te r in g  
o f  e le c tr o n s  and p^ositrons we loop say  tiia t the p rev iou s experim ental 
r e s u lt s  axe in  reasonab le agreement v /ith  th eory , v. s u i t s  a t th e  e iterg iea  
in v o lv ed  in  the p resen t work are, however, ..oagre, and fo r  d ilu te d  em ulsions  
none have been p u b lish ed .
S e c t i o n  g .  a c c o u n t  o i ‘ p r e s e n t  v /ork .
2.1#  Exposure o f  the j l a t e s .
For t h i s  in v e s t ig a t io n  e le c tr o n s  and p o sitr o n s  o f  arprordzaately 10#
15 , and 20 MeV energy were observed in  I lfo r d  &5 photo  rep h ic  em a lsio n s. In
th e  o a r ly  p ort o f  th o  experiment th o se  p a r t ic le s  were obtaii& d by p a ir
p rod u ction  in  a  load  p la te  from th e  X-ray beam o f  a 30 MeV synchrotron .
I n te r  a 1 .6 ; H.T. s e t  was used t o  provide e le c tr o n s  from th e r e a c t io n
L i^ (d ,p )L i^ , Li^—*>Be  ^ + o ( T 7 * 0 .9 5  s e c . ,  ‘;AX 3 ^  MeV) mid p o s itr o n s
7 dfrom p a ir  p roduction  in  lea d  by a*o 14 and 17 MeV if -r a y  o froia L i (p ,y )b e  .
The jr iil l i  l c  s c a t t e r in g  i.cusureioBnl3 made to  determ ine tlie s c a t te r in g  
co n sta n ts  o f  noriiial and d ilu te d  em u lsion s, u t i l i s e d  only th ose  p la te s  
exposed  w ith  th e  synchrotrcn , but ainj ;le s c a t t  r in g  ^oasureuents were made 
an b otn  s e t s  o f  p la t e s .
2 .1 .1 .  exposure o f  p la te s  to  e le c tr o n s  and p o s itr o n s  u sin g  30  MeV synchrotron  
The exrerl'iicn ta l arran jo: c n t  fo r  th e qynchratron exposures i s  shown 
in  f i g .  3 6 . Rough c o l l ig a t io n  o f  th e  X-ray beam was p rovided  by the load  
b lo ck s  1 and 2 , and a p e n c i l  beam was s e le c te d  by : jo ana o f  th e  c ir c u la r  
le a d  b lo c k  3 , which had a tapered h o le  a lon g  i t s  a x is .  The alignment o f  
th e se  lo a d  b locks was checked by moans o f  a l i  h t beam sh in in g  a lcn g  th e  
d ir e c t io n  o f  tlie peak o f  tiie  synchrotron X-ray in te n s i ty  which ,/as found 
by neasurefcients o f  the a c t iv i t y  induced in to  a nuLher o f  id e n t ic a l  copper  
rods s e t  in  l in e  across tiio X-ray beam. The beam emerging from the tapered  
h o le  was in c id e n t upon a  lea d  co n v erter , 0 .5  cm* t l i ic k , f ix e d  in to  a  
vacuum cliamber s i t t i n g  between th e p o le s  o f  an clectrom a^/iet • A fter
d e f le c t io n  tlxrou^i 180°» e le c tr o n s  o f  the required energy passed  out o f  tn e
mafjjie t ic  f i e l d  and, s t i l l  in  vacuo, en tered  the photographic p la te ,
(3 H x 3" x  b£Ofix) . As ..aich lea d  s h ie ld in g  as p o ss ib le  was placed, between  
the X—r s y  scxrrce and the pl& tos in  order t o  reduce th e  s tr a y  e le c tr o n  back— 
i round and 30 in crea se  t lie  v i s i b i l i t y  o f  tiie  required  tra ck s  (tiie  chances  
o f  co n fu sio n  between s tr a y  tracks end th o se  o f  the req u ired  p a r t ic le s  were 
very much reduced by tho acceptance co n d itio n s  to  be d escr ib ed  la t e r  J*
The dooignt o f  th e  apparatus was, to  a  la rg e  e x te n t, daterndnod by th e
shape o f  th e  e le c tro m a g n e t used  to  an a lyse  the e le c tr o n s  from the
convert or* T his p ie c e  o f  apparatus woe boa rowed from another s e c t io n  o f  
the department and adapted fo r  use in  the p resen t experim ent. The magnet 
p o le s  T/ore rectan gu lar in  shape, 2A cm. x 12 cm ., and the gap was 0 .7  can. 
w ide. As th e magnet was la t e r  t o  be used fo r  i t s  a r ijjin a l purpose, i t  was 
not p o s s ib le  t o  in crease  th e  gap and so  a s lim  vacuum clumber was male to  
f i t  between the magnet p o le s  and lead  b lo ck s were f ix e d  in s id e  i t  t o  a s s i s t  
in  tlie s e le c t io n  o f  the e le c t r o n s .  This i s  shown in  f i g .  3 8 . A removable 
ca se  h e ld  tiie p la te s  so  th a t  th e  e le c tr o n s  from the con verter  stru ck  t h e ir  
cen tre  re  io n s  w ith  on a n g le  o f  in cid en ce which could  be v a r ie d  from 0° to  
1 5 ° . A s h u tte r , cr erafced e x te r n a lly  by means o f  a sm all ma n o t , v/as 
provided  t o  enable the box t o  l^e tro iisparted  between b ein g  loaded in  a  dark­
room and b ein g  f ix e d  to  th e vacuum cliambor. during an exposure tlie
p ressu re in  t id s  system was m aintained a t not more than 0 .1  mu. Hg by means
o f  a qmnil ro ta ry  pump. Because o f  tlie sm a ll ma^yiet gap th e  w a lls  o f  the 
chamber cou ld  not be made s u f f i c ie n t ly  th ic k  to  w ithstand  atm ospheric 
p ressu re  and so  th e  gap was i u s o l f  se a le d  o f f  as wo 11 as p o s s ib le  and 
punped t o  prevent the v .iilla  o f  tlie  diamber from c o lla p s in g • A ressu re  o f
about 5  ‘to  10 nxo, Hg was niaintalned in  the outer* en closu re and was found 
t o  be s a t is fa o tc o y *
The magnet was opei-uted, w ith  a la rg e  (56CU*P) smoothing condenser  
connected  a cro ss i t ,  'rom th e  lab oratory  250 v  * . « in s  and c o n tr o lle d  
by a s e r i e s  r e s is ta n c e  cliain* the liagn etic  f i e l d  was c a lib r a te d  by means 
o f  a search —c o l l  ( f iv e  titrraj o f  26 S* *d. capnoer w ire an a 3 cu* x 3 eta* 
square farmer) and a fiuz-i-jictor. A c l« ck  p o in t  was e s ta b lish e d  by tho  
d e f le c t io n  o f  an oC - p a r t ic le  beam in  tlie  f i e ld  in  the manner d escr ib ed  by 
Rut e r f  arc’, Cliadsricl: and L illis  ( 6 2 ) .
The apparatus w ith  which th is  c a l ib r a t io n  p oin t ./as e s ta b lish e d  i s  
JLioui in  f ig *  3b. The photo, rop h ic  p la te  was exposed in  vacuo to  th o  
oc - p a r t ic le s  from a  f in o  copper w ire  on which had been  dep osited  Tharan* 
i  he a. n e t current ./as rcvcroed  during tlie exposure and for p art o f  the tiiaa  
was sw itch ed  off*  A fte r  expoeure tlie  p la to  vms developed and scanned end , 
a  d is tr ib u t io n  o f  the long range (8*776 iJeVjThC oC -  p a r t ic le s  p lo tte d  •
In  ardor to  bo accep ted  th o se  p a r t ic le s  had to  l i o  w ith in  about +10° o f  th e  
in c id e n t  d ir e c t io n  f;*osa tlio  s o ir e e  and t o  be dipping in t o  the a v u ls io n  a t not 
mare th a n  15°* The d is tr ib u t io n  i s  sh am  in  fig *  39* Tho rad ius o f  
curvatu re o f  th e  p a r t ic le s  was then  cLJLculafccd frou th e  r e la t io n  
pxn (1 /W ^ X d 2 + b2) [ ( a  + b)2 + i'J where a mid b  arc as shown in  
f i g .  3  8 and d i s  one h a lf  o f  the d ista n ce  between tlio c e n tr  a o f  th e  two 
oC - p a r t ic le  peaks* Prom the Hp v a lu e  o f  the p a r t ic le s  (4#267 x 10^
O ersted cm*) tlie moan l i e  Id  stren gth  over th e  rogian  tra v ersed  by the beam 
imo found to  be 5 f % 7  O ersteds fo r  th e  p a r t ic u la r  cu rren t used (3 .5 0  airp.
The m agn etisa tion  curve to g eth er  w ith  th o  °C -p a  r t ic le  ca lib ration : p o in t I s  
shown in  f ig *  2*0.
JIic rad iu s o f  curvature o f  the o o lo o tcd  e le c tr o n s  in  the vacuum cluuibor
was 10 cm, and t h e ir  k in e t ic  energy was determined from. tlio r e la t io n s h ip
K t0b
= HP " 0 .3 1 / e le c t r o n -v o lt s  ( which a p p lie s  fo r  v ^ o ) .  T his g iv e s  
H s  3 r500 , 5 ,1 7 0  and 6,02*0 O ersteds fo r  E. = 10^15, and 20 IjoV r e s p e c t iv e ly ,  
j he w id th  o f the accepted  beam lea v in g  the magnet ^acxxsptanee angle a 10°)  
was 0 .3  cm, and th e X-ray beam w idth a t th e  oonvorter was abou«. 1 cm ., 00 
thr.y th e  r e s o lu t io n  was about ♦ A . The s ig n  o f  tlie s e le c t e d  p a r t ic le s  was 
chosen by 1 jeans o f  a r e v e rs in g  sw itch  connected  across the :.&gnet,
« i th  the a id  o f  a  number o f  ra th er  crude s im p lify in g  assum ptions 
about th e  shape o f  the synchrotron  X-ray a octruia, tho v a r ia t io n  o f  the  
pair-producticcA 01*05& s e c t io n  w ith  X -ray energy and th e  geometry o f  t l i e  
apparatus, the number o f  e le c tr o n s  reach in g  the p la te  p er  roentgen  o f  X -rays 
cou ld  be c a lc u la te d  fo r  any e le c tr o n  energy in te r v a l.  T his as fauna t o  b e  
about 30  pei* square cm. p er  roentgen  fo r  any energy s e t t in g  between 5 end 
15 MoV and about 10 p er square cm. p e r  roentgen  fo r  a s o t t in g  o f  20 MeV 
(assum ing a peak X-ray energy o f  25 KeV), Tlie bo f ig u r e s  were not exp ected  
t o  be more than a  rough guide to  th e  a c tu a l nuLibcra o f  e le c tr o n s , but th ey  
gave an  in d ic a tio n  o f  th e  order o f  1 a g n itu d e  o f  tl^e req u ired  o. posvu’e  tixaes 
and o f  th e  r e la t iv e  exposures fo r  p a r t ic le s  o f  d if f e r e n t  e n e r g ie s .
A p relim in ary  exposure was ma e in  otrcior to  determine th o  a c tu a l 
number o f  track s reaching tho p la te  fo r  a g iv en  ir r a d ia t io n  ana t o  examine 
th e  v i s i b i l i t y  o f  th ese  bi*&cks a g a in st the gen era l oac. ground. I t  .<ns 
found th a t roughly tw ice  as i^aiy tra ck s o f  s e le c te d  p art i d e e  as in d ica ted  
by the c  l c u lc t ia n  a c tu a lly  reached the p la te  and th a t tiieso  cou ld  q u ite  
e a s i ly  bo seen  above the back round o f  a t r y  tr& c^ .
Follow ing tik is t e s t  a s e r ie s  o f  ten p la te s  was exposed w ith  a
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'r TAbiik 14
Plate identifica­tion Letter Ai Bi °1 °1 £i Fi °1 H1 X1
Type of Particle e p e P e P e P e
:Expos# Time (Min#) 15 15 * 5 5 5 10 10 5
j Mag • Gar*. (Amp) 1.35 1.35 0.5E 0.55 . 2.05 2.05 4.60 4.oC 3 . t
Momentum f u~v \ ( c )
7j1
7 3 3 10 10 20 2 u 15
Estimated iso# of P ar t i cl e p./Sq # cm •
i
1,000
i|
1,000 400 400 1 ,000 1,000 500 500 1,0<
it-
Plate identifica­ ii
i!b n0, 0 E F 0 n Jl.tion Letter 2 \ 2 2 2 2 2 9 2 2
Type of Emulsion jj* i H j i« X2 X2 X£ X.4 X4
Type of Particle e 9 e | P e * e e p
Expos. Time (Min.) i 40 45 30 30 30 30 90 50 30
Magnet Current o. 55 0.55 14.60 4.6<) 4.60 4.6(J 3 .95 4.60 4.60(top)
Momentum j ( c ) 3 3 20 20 20 20 15 90 90
Estimated Mo. of 2,OjO 2,000 800 800 800 800 2,0 )Q BOO BO 0Particles /^q. cm.
j------------------- T J. i
w
TAbLS 16
Plate Identification A b cLetter 3 3 3 u3 L3
Type of Particle e e e e P
Energy (&gV) 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 1C.1 1
Mo. of Partlclea/Sa.cm,j 3xluf» 8x104 1.8 x 101| 3x105 6.6 x 104 6.6
synchi-otron output o f  about 2 roentgens p er  minute a t one metro from tho  
synchrotron ta r g e t  (th o  convertor was a t t i l l s  d is ta n c e  from th e  t a r g e t ) .
The oxpoouros aro d e ta ile d  in  Table XIV*
3ome tim e a f t e r  th ie  s o t  o f  exposures a fu rth er s e t  o f  ten  p la te s  was 
ir r a d ia te d ;  t h is  s e t  v/as unde up o f  four normal Gr*> p la t e s ,  th ree  CTX2 
d ilu te d  ll(Jr3f s ,  co n ta in in g  twioo tlio normal g e la t in  con ten t and th ree  
"X4 d ilu te d  "Gfj’ o* D e ta i ls  o f  t h is  s e t  oru g iven  in  Table XV (th e  output 
o f  tho synchrotron wau in  t h i s  0030 about 1 roentgen p er  ndraito at ono e t* \5; .
2*1*2* xposurc o f  p la te s  t o  e le c tr o n s  and p o sitro n s  u sin g  H*T* se t*
A co n sid era b le  tim e a f t e r  the above oxpoaureo had been made, the  
a n a ly sin g  magnet having been returned to  i t s  owners, i t  v/as found n ecessary  
t o  expose a fu rth er  r.ci*ies o f  p la ten  in  order to  in crea se  the ra te  o f  
c o l le c t io n  o f  data fo r  th e  s in g le  s c a t te r in g  .:#asureiaents. In  th is  s e r ie s  
the 1 heV h igh  ten s io n  s e t  v/as used and tiie  er^ooure was g r e a t ly  a s s is t e d  
by th e  f a c t  th a t a la r g e , c a lib r a te d , M oublc-fociaing spectrom eter was 
a v a ila b le  w ith  th e s e t .  F urther, the "camera" box in  which th e  pxvvicus  
s o t s  o f  p la t e s  had been exposed oould e a s i ly  be f i t t o d  to  tlio o:dLt p ort o f  
t h is  spec i rem oter and a  — a r t i c l e  counter was a v a ila b le  w ith  which to  
measure d ir e c t ly  tliejflux o f  p a r t ic le s  is s u in g  from th ia  part*
The apparatus i s  shown in  f ig *  41; fa r  th e exposure t o  e le c tr o n s  a  
cloutoron beam was in c id en t on th e  lith iu m  hydroxide target and e le c tr o n s  
from t h is  ta rg et peussed d ir o c t  to  th e spectroraetOi and round to tn e camera 
box which in  t h i s  caoo, to  f a c i l i t a t e  i t s  removal w'ithout ary d isturbance  
o f  the vacuum in s id e  tins spectrom eter , was . o f t  a t atiflrxrpheric pressure*  
B efore en ter in g  th e  camera th e e le c tr o n s  p assed  out o f  the spectrom eter
through a  *002" aluminium window* Far the p o sitro n  exposures a proton  
beam v/as used and a b lock  o f  lea d , 0 .7  cm* th ic k  was p la ced  im a sd ia te ly  in  
fro n t o f  the ta rg e t to  a c t as a con verter  fa r  tlie y  -r * y s  em itted  in  tlie
box from the ^  ••rad ia tion  from the l i th : ‘ um* A door was provided in  th e  
spectrom eter to  enab le the beam to  be cut o f f  so  th a t , when tlie counter waa 
b ein g  used  to  m onitor the focused  berja, a background measurement cou ld  be 
made. By fi»ans oi* t h i s  counter the number o f  e le c tr o n s  en ter in g  th e p la te  
was found to  be about 170 p er  square cm* (p erp en d icu lar  to  the beam) p er u n it  
charge o f  tlie  H .f .  s e t  current in te g r a to r  and th e p la te  e::po6ure s were then  
measured by .jeans o f  t h i s  in te g r a to r .
The m agnetic f i e l d  o f  th e  spectrom eter was measured by -jeans o f  a 
b u i l t - i n  s e a r c h -c o il  and a  flu x-m eter  which had p rev io u sly  been c a lib r a te d .  
Table XVI g iv e s  d e t a i l s  o f  th e  exposures.
2 .1 .3 .  Exposure o f  p la te s  to  p ro ton s.
The exposure o f  a s e t  o f  p la te s  to  protons o f  approxim ately 50 , 70 and 
140 . ©V energy, obtained  from the Harwell synch ro-cyo lo tron , v/aa made fa r  
a sep arate p r o je c t  by i o s  C. F . L ees. The p la te s  wore exposed a t n early  
g ra sin g  in cid en ce in  a box o f  the typ e shown in  f i g .  4 2 . Aluminium windows, 
0.001" th ic k , were f i t t e d  t o  the fro n t and re a r  o f  tho box vdiich was main­
ta in e d  a t atm ospheric pressure during tlie exposure*
Far the tv.’O low er energy v a lu es  tlick aluminium aba arbors were "laced
betw een tlie  proton source and th e p la t e s ,  the req u ired  th ick n ess  b e in g
( " 3)c a lc u la te d  from th e  range-energy r e la t io n  fa r  p roton s . A fter  th e  oiposuro
our inches o f  lea d  were used  t o  screen  tho camera
the unorgy o f  the protons was calxm latod  accu ra te ly  in  each o&so. D e ta ils  
oi' t h i s  c a lc u la t io n  w i l l  be g iven  la t e r  (d ectica i 2 .3 .2 )
A la r g e  batch o f  p la t e s ,  in c lu d in g  <*5 normal, X2 d i lu te d  and X4 
d ilu te d , '..ore exposed in  t h i s  way, and o f  th e se  one o f  each type fo r  each  
proton  energy was used in  th e  p resen t work in  a determ ination  o f  m u ltip le  
s c a t t e r in g .
2 .2 .  -.cveloptQant o f  i l a t e s .
rho gfinci'al method o f  p r o c ess in g  a l l  ti*a above p la te s  a f t e r  e r a s u r e  
v/os tbe same* ^he temperature c y c le  method d ev ised  by tbe B r is t o l  g ro t^ ^ * ’ 
was u sed , tiie procedure b ein g  o u tlin e d  b clo  .
Jhe p la te s  were f i r s t  iLsoersod h o r iz o n ta lly  in  - i s t i l i e d  w ater at room 
tccporawiire in  shallow  photographic d ish es  which were than p la ced  in  a  
rei*ri^ ;era ior  andooolled  t o  5 ^ *  i'ha p la te s  regain ed  a t  t  i s  temperature 
fa r  th r e e  hours by which tim e they had absorbed p r a c t ic a l ly  t h e ir  f u l l  
amount o f  w a ter , ih ey  were th en  tr a n sfer re d  to  a d eva lcp in ,; s o lu t io n  
c o n s is t in g  o f  6 .7  gm* o f  anlydrous sodium s u lp h ite  and 3*0 #a* o f  Amidol 
p er  930 c c .  o f  d i s t i l l e d  water* ih e  d eveloper liad been p re -c o o le d  to  5^3 
and a f t e r  trailsferffco i t  th e  p la te s  were l e f t  fa r  a fu rth er  rnsriod o f  tliruo  
hours i n  order th a t the d ev e lo o er  ndr^it com p letely  permeate th e p lo to a . 
D vring t h is  p er io d  p r a c t ic a l ly  no development took  p la ce  because o f  tho lew  
temperature and a t  tiie  end o f  i t  tiie  p la te s  were renewed, tho e x c ess  
d evelop er was absorbed by- f i l t e r  paper and they  were p laced  on a iio r iso n ta l  
b ra ss  p la te  whose temperature vms m aintained, by ijeans o f  a therm ostat 
c o n tr o lle d  w&tor-b&th, a t  27 ,♦ 0.3°C* During the time tim t tlie  p la te s  v;ere 
on the h o t-p la te  and dcvelcp u jn t was tak ing p la co  tn e ir  su r fa c e s  were 
covered  w ith  g ly c e r in s  to  prevent e x c e ss iv e  oxidation* A fter  t l i ir ty  
m inutes tlie  p la te s  were removed and p laced  in  a " stGp—bath11 c o n s is t in g  o f  a 
0 .5  aqueous s o lu t io n  o f  a c e t ic  a c id  at room tem perature, and aL;ain coo led  
down t o  5°0* in  th e  refrlgeratO E • A fte r  one and a h a l f  hour's, during  
t lie  l a s t  f i f t e e n  m inutes o f  which tlie  temperature won gradually  r a is e d  to  
room tem perature, Uie p la te s  were p la ced  in  a f ix in g  bath  c o n s is t in g
<*(.
o f  400 gjn* o f  sodium th io s u l  h a te  and 30  -• o f  sodium b isu lp h ite  p er
1000 c c .  o f  tap w ater , a t  roam tem perature. Tho tim e taken fa r  th e p la te s  
to  become* transparent was noted and f ix a t io n  was con tin u ed  fa r  h a l f  as long  
again* At tho end o f  t h i s  p eriod  (about 2 -  Z\ days) top w ater was a llow ed  
to  flop/ very  s lo w ly  in to  th e f ix in g  so lu tio n *  Vouy gradual d i lu t io n  v/as 
n ecessa ry  to  ensure th a t d is to r t io n  o f  the eLxilsicn was ndniirdsed* Wlien a l l  
tr a c e s  o f  th e  f ix in g  s o lu t io n  had been removed from th e  p la te s  (o s  shown 
by the potassium  permanganate t e s t )  they  were allow ed to  dry An tho dorp 
atmosphere o f  the dark room*
The e n t ir e  p ro cess in g  operation  occupiod  about s i x  t o  e ig h t  deys, 
vary?ng fror. one botch o f  p la te s  to  another and when i t  was completed the  
edges o f  the p la te s  were bound v/ith  "Collotape" to  prevent than from p e e lin g  
away from th e  g la s s  backing p la te s .  T heir su rfa ces  were t)ien cleaned  w ith  
a lc o h o l to  remove th e s l i g h t  s i lv e r  d ep o sit  which ha , a cumulated there  
during development*
it i .
2.3. aaaltlple cattciig..
A fte r  th e p la te s  liad been p rocessed  t h e ir  cen tre  reg io n s  were searched  
and tra ck s found there and s a t i s f y in g  the co n d itio n s  d escr ib ed  below  were 
accen ted  fa r  measurement o f  m u ltip le  acattozd n g. rhe L&aroscape used in  
t h is  work was a Cooko, froughtcn  and Sims MhOOO type w ith  a "nuclear  
research" s ta g e  on which both x** and y - s h i f t s  v/ere operated by ndcroueters  
read in g  t o  5 m icrons. The p la te s  were f ix e d  onto the s ta g e  by means o f  
’,C ello ta p e ,, s t r ip s  and v/eze a lig n e d  s o  th a t th e  o<ige o f  the p la t e s  which, 
during exposure, had been p a r a l le l  to  the in c id e n t  beam la y  a lon g  tlie  
x -d ir e c t io n . Scanning fo r  track s was then c a r r ie d  out in  t lia t  d ir e c t io n .
The co n d itio n s o f  acceptance o f  a  tra ck  far* measurement were as  
fo l lo w s 5-
(a )  I t s  d ir e c t io n  o f  tr a v e l  in  the p lan e o f  th e  em ulsion  and j u s t  below th e  
su r fa ce  must l i e  w ith in  15° o f  the x -d ir e c t ic n .
(b )  I t s  angle o f  d ip in to  th e em ulsion must l i e  between 0 ° and 1 3 °, 
cosrreE^onding, fa r  a slirinkage fa c to r  o f  2.3# t o  0 °  to  3 0 °  b efore  
p ro cess in g  ( th e  angle between tho p la te  and the median p lan e o f  the  
a n a ly sin g  iragnet had been s o t  t o  13° fo r  tho ex p o su res.)
( c )  I t  muse s ta y  in  th e  em ulsion  fo r  a t l e a s t  1 jQOjjl , measured along th e  
x -d ir e c t io n  o f  the s ta g e .
2 .3 .1 .  laeaaurei sent o f  an g les o f  m u ltip le  s c a t t e r in g .
In  i easu rin t; the m u ltip le  s c a t t e r i i \ ,  tlie  Fcwlor second d if fe r e n c e  method 
was u s e d ^  A p a ir  o f  X15 K elln er  e y e -p ie c o s , ono f i t t e d  w ith  a  
g r a t ic u le  o f  the type shown in  f i g .  V3» and a XJ^ > o i l  In v ersio n  o b je c t iv e  
were enplqyed, g iv in g  an o v e r a ll  m a g n ifica tio n  o f  apprcKimately 1 ,0 0 0  tim es
U'
( ii ic lu d in g  the * a,p ii f lo a t  ion. o f  the i icroacqpe s ta n d .)  The len g th  o f  tho 
s c a le  shavn in  f i g .  43 corresponded t o  a len g th  in  th e  em ulsion o f  100y<x 
under th e se  co n d itio n s  and i t  was s e t  para l l e l  to  tho y -d ir o c t io n  o f  the  
s ta g e , s ta r t in g  in  each case about 100 /a  from the p a in t  &u which tho tra ck  
on terod  the a n u ls ia i ,  lea d in g s  were taken , a t  f ix e d  in te r v a ls  in  the  
x—d ir e c t  io n , o f  th e  p o s it io n  on th e eye—p ie c e  s c a le  o f  an imaginary l in o  
drawn through th e r a in s  making up th e  track  fo r  about 1 0 ^  cn c ith e r  s id e  
o f  the s c a le .  In  the case o f  tlio  10 i«eV p a r t ic le s  ^ho in te r v a l  between  
r e a d in g s , c a lle d  the "primary c e l l - s i s e " , was , fa r  the 1:? and 20 MeV
p a r t ic lo c  i t  was 30
T ab les o f  th e se  "y" read in gs were mode and frcxi them tho f i r s t  
‘d ffc r o n c M  (y fi -  y nf1 ) and seconu d if fe r e n c e s  (y^ -  2 y ^  ^  + y ^ ^ ) were 
ob ta in ed  fa r  o e l l - s i z e s  ( i . e .  x -u ire c tio r . d isp lacem ents) o f  25 (10  MeV o n ly ) ,  
3 0 , 100, 200 and 400^  .  As has been raentleaned in  s e c t io n  1 . 3 . 2 ,  and can be 
seen  from f i g .  44 , the second  ‘d ifferen ce  v a lu es  g iv e  & measure o f  th e  changes 
o f  d ir e c t io n  o f  chords drawn across th e  tra ck  ovor the in te r v a ls  chosen.
Tlie r e la t io n s h ip  i s
oc ^  ( S / o)x(36Q /2 tt)x (10C /60) (21)
where if i s  tiki second  d ifferen ce  v a lu e  in  sc a le  d iv is io n s  ( o f  which GO equal 
1 0 0^  ) and «c i s  t lie  change o f  d ir e c t io n  in  d egrees.
At th e begiim in o f  t h i s  work t lie  two observer’s  by whom alm ost a l l  
th e  m u lt ip le  s c a tte r in g  aauremeats ware mads (H.I1. ana »• 1.) c a r r ie d  otit
a s e r ie s  o f  cl&cks in  wliich both observers maxie ijeasurouents on th e  same 
tr a c k s , in  order to  check tlie  accuracy o f  ob servation . I t  was found th a t  
a f t e r  a  s  a rt p er io d  o f  p r a c t ic e  th e two s e t s  o f  »iie..-aurQment3 would 
correspond to  w ith in  0 .2  s c a le  d iv is io n s  fo r  each rea d in g .
C*br
A ft or  th e iicaourooonts had been made tlie d e c is io n  wiiether ca.* not to  
in clu d e a  p a r t ic u la r  track  in  thu determ ination  o f  scatta ir ln g  constant was 
made in  tho fo llo w in g  way. For each tr a ck , u s in g  a  c e l l - s i s e  o f  100*4. ,  th e  
mean va lu e  o f  tlie  second differ** iuoos (tak en  w ithout regard t o  t l ie ir  ci, p a ) 
i/as found, exclu d in g  any in d iv id u a l second d iffo ro n o e  valua g r ea te r  than fou r  
tim es th e  mean va lu e fo r  th a t track  ( t h i s  l im ita t io n  was l o o s e d  to exclude  
canporativvtly la rg e  s in g le  s c a t t e r s  and w i l l  be referred  to  la tex). For aHit! h
g iv en  type o f  track  and o f  em ulsion  tho d is tr ib u t io n  o f /secon d  d iffe r e n c e  
v a lu es  fo r  a l l  the iaoi surcd  tra ck s was then  p lo t te d  and the median found. A 
t  p i c a l  d is tr ib u t io n  o f  mean second d iffe r e n c e  v a lu es  ( ) i s  g iven  in
f i g .  U5 for 10 i N  e le c tr o n s  in  nonT.nl einulsions (t  = 50jx ), Any track  
whose value o f  I 5/ d id  not l i e  w ith in  40 6 o f  tbe i/odian woo excluded from the  
c a lc u la t io n s  o f  s c a tte r in g  co n sta n ts . In  t h is  ..ay i t  ..as hoped to  remove 
(a )  tra ck s o f  f a s t  cosmio ray p a r t ic le s  which had by ch ace happened to  
s a t i s f y  th e  acceptance co n d itio n s  and (by tra ck s o f  s tra y  e le c tr o n s  fro.a tho  
synchrotron X -ray source which a f te r  b ein g  s c a tte r e d  hoc. been s iid J a r iy  
a ccep ted . Between 20 and 25 tra ck s wore jueiisured fo r  each type o f  in c id en t  
p a r t ic le  (1 0 ,  15# 20 JeV e le c tr o n s  and 10 ieV  p o sitr o n s)  and o f  e ~ r ls io n  
(norm al, X2 and X4) ami o f  th e se  u su a lly  about 1 0 j wore r e je c te d  by tiie above 
s e le c t io n .
As w i l l  be d escr ib ed  in  d e t a i l  be l a / ,  tho . ensured va lu es o f  3econd 
d iffe r e n c e  c o n s is t  o f  the true v a lu e s  combined, v/ith  voidous e rr o r s , su e  i as  
th ose  to  tiie  random d is tr ib u t io n  o f  the s i l v e r  g ra in s  over* tiie  tru e  paths  
o f  th e  in c id e n t p a r t ic le s  and th o se  due to  the n o n -lin e a r ity  o f  th e  
m icroscope s ta g e  movement. These erro rs  g iv e  r i s e  to  what io  termed -  by 
analogy w ith  th e  i.ieaoureii»nt o f  ra d io  s ig n a ls  -  noise" j hero a s  in
te lephony the aim i s  to  ob ta in  as h ig h  a value o f  th e  oijTinl to  n o iso  r a t io  
as i s  p o s s ib le .
A cLetoxvdnaticKL c ' the r noico l e v e l1’ o f  a p a r t ic u la r  m icroscope may be
uade, assuming i t  to  bo independent o f  c e i l - c i z o ,  by perform ing s c a tte r in g
nensure e n t s  on th e  track s o f  very f a s t  p a r t ic le s ,  .hose true s c a t te r in g  v / i l l
bo sm a ll, or  by ineastxring tho s c a t te r in g  o f  traofcs o f  the typo b ein g
in v e s t ig a te d , w ith  a  very sm all c o l l - s i z e  s in c e  the dependence on c e l l - s i z e
1/
o f  th e tru e  s c a t te r in g  i3  known ( a i s  p ro p o rtio n a l to  £  A ) . Juch 
measurements wero iiia&e in  tlio p it-sen t cane u sin g  oofch f a s t  p a r t ic le  track s  
and sm all ce 1 1 - s iz e s  w ith  10 to  20 MeV e le c tr o n  tr a c k s . T im e i s  some 
ev id en ce th a t th e n o iso  le v e l  i s  not independent o f  o o il-e is e ^ '  } ; t i l l s  . / i l l  
be r e fe r r e d  to  again  la t e r .
As a  chock o f  tho coord inate imthod o f  d eto r ijin a tio n  o f  i , d iro o t  
cu\;Ie measurements wore ma o on some o f  the tracks by means o f  tlie  goniom eter 
f i t t e d  t o  oft; o f  the m icroscope q y o -p ieco c . In  th ose r-eaaur© c u ts  the c e n tr a l  
l in e  drawn peirpen i ic u la r  to  the s c a le  an the ey e -p ieco  g r a t ic u le  ( f i g *  43) 
was s e t  t o  bo ta n g e n t ia l  to  the truck a t  50^  in te r v a ls  and the changes o f  
an gle were determined fo r  t h is  c e l l - s i z e .  /a lu c s  o f  obtained  in  t h is  way
were compared w ith  tlie  corresponding v a lu er  determined by tho Fc*/ler .ethod;  
the re la tlo n c ld j*  between tlio cliord a n g le s  and the tangent an gles i s ,  a s  
m entioned in  s e c t io n  1*3 .2  equation  (26)  , l°ct = { 2 / 3) p^ '
The method o f roeasrr mont o f  tho proton track s and the acceptance  
cca id itio /is ap p lied  to  them were tho some as f o r  the e le c tr o n  and p o sitro n  
track s excep t tlia t g rea ter  len g tlis  o f  tra ck  were used (up to  3 , 0 0 0 ) end nc 
d ir e c t  angular measurements were meue, the o c i l - s i z e o  b e in g  much g rea ter  t i m i 
th ose used  fo r  the e le c tr o n s  and p o s itr o n s .
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TjitLL 17
Typa of Partlcla 
and Iiomi 1 MstuB* tiDulsl on Coll-51 zc (fi)
No.
0
of IncHv«, Valueb ^ Meas. Uil
(MaV/c) UNCUT CUT UNCUT CUTJ
25 866 810 • 440 • m
50 530 492 1.115 *J1
10 JMl a1 a Mormal 100 273 262 3.035 2.6TB0 200 111 108 8.34 7. el
400 44 44 23.1 23.1 j
25 701 671 • 421 • ?l
MaV 50 687 667 1.025
.921
10 P1 ■ Normal 100 336 326 2.68 2.4510 200 159 152 7.63 6 .He!
400 69 68 20.6 19.8 1
50 530 504 .770 •eel
15 MaV a'a Normal 100 258 249 2.08 1.8fl0 200 120 113 5.90 5.01
400 52 52 16.1 16.1
50 640 612 .629 .5 A
SO MaV0 a'a Normal
100
200
312
148
306
140
1.595
4.41
1.43
3.^
400 66 66 [11.89 11.89
50 549 509 .470 .36
SO MayA a1 s XS 10 0 248 266 1.16 .95U 200 122 119 3.36 3.10
f—
400 50 50 9.84 9.84
Say 50 402 377 • 448 .34so a1 ■ X4 loo 193 187 1.12 .950 200 87 85 3.36 3.14
1------- 4uO 36 35 9.95 9.95
4 510
The above measure:lont a liaving been made it was necessary to apply 
certain corrections to the measured values of neon an ,lo of scattering, and 
oIlo to determine the effective momentum of the particles producing the 
tracks in ordei. that tlio ccrrespaidinr values of scattering oonstant might 
be determined,
(a) Electrons and positrons.
After tlie preliminary analysis described above ha been i.ade to
decide which of the measured tracks should be used in the scattering co istant
de teredos cion, tlie / 5) values of all tliose tracks *hlch v/ere acco ted were 
comb nod, far each oell-size, »ml3±on and narticle type, in one dis­
tribution of the type shown, for 10 MeV electrons and a cell-size of 50yU, in 
»
normal erulfiicn, in fig, b£>. In plotting this curve all the individual
values of lh of the tracks were included (i,o, no cutting was applied to the
individual tracks/. This having been done, the median position was 
determined and a 'cutting point* waa estoblislied. for all Lho tra* ks combined, 
at a value of I £ I equal to four times the *edian value. T*jo values of /JT
.ere then obtained from each distribution, an 'uncut' ana & 'cut' value.
^hese i*ro given for all tlie particles investigated and for each type of 
emulsion, in Table XVII.
It v/as then necessary to apply corrections to tiiese values before 
calculating the values of \**7 from which the scuttexdng constants coula be 
determined.
The first correction wno far 'mitxooccpe noiso' and the method of 
correction used was based on that described in the second of the Bristol
2.3.2, Determination of scattering constants. •
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group's nultiple soatterlng papers J • Tlie true mean second difference 
io given (by equation (24) of section 1.3.1) by ihT - <€<? * * = Kt^/pv.
If the noise is independent of tho cell-size and has a mean value 6~, we 
nay \/rlte
pfej 5 l “r'r, * '{} ~ A t3” r- (28)
where A, provided that K can be regarded as independent of oell-aize, is a 
constant. We i&y therefore, as was iientioned above, determine 6 by making 
3 cat taring imeasure-ants with veiy small cell-aieoo. This was done and tlie 
Viilues obtained arc sho .n in Table XVTII, The man value of £~ so obtained 
ia 0.137 +. .008 far normal emulsion, 0.175 ±  *014 for X2 diluted, and 
0.211 + .016 fbr XU diluted* It is to be expectod that tlie noiso will be 
greater for 12 and XU than for normal emulsion, because of tlie smaller number 
of grains in tho tracks.
The experimental values of )Jl my be corrected ./ithout iaoaaurpmentB of 
6 being !.<&de, assuming that 6 is independent of t, since we have, from
( 5 3
Uaing the values of '[ft given in Tablo XVH we find tho i^r values given in 
columns 4 (uncut) and 7 (cut) of Table XIX* For each determination adjacent 
oell-eises were used, i.e. the '2£ ju. 'value of /^ T is derived from 
end ifi„ . and so on. The values of (fL obtained by simple correction v/lth 
the measured value of 6 ore aiiomi in columns 3 (uncut) anti 6 (cut), and in 
columns 5 and 3 arc given the corresponding values of 1$L reduced to a
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TABLE 19
Fartlola
&n£Emulsion
Call- Siio. t •
IH) y
UMCUT
(?7\
o
Normal
20
Normal
SO fcaV
X2
20 •1 o X4
25 • 404 .389 3.10 .305 .318
50 1.10 1.06 3.00 .894 .948
100 3.03 2.98 f .98 g.67
W00.00
200 8.34 9.00 3.17 7.89 8.20
400 23.1 m • £3.1 -
25 • 396 .353 2.82 .339> V * 10 iji p*. 50 1.02 • 934 2.64 .918
%0
Normal 100 2.68 2.76 2.67 2.45
200 7.63 7.66 2.66 7.63
400 20.6 - - 20.6
50 .760 .733 2.07 .63
is b^l .*n loo 2.08 2.09 2.09 1.87oNormal 200 6.90 6.80 2.06 5.01
400 16.1 - - 16.1
CUT
T— !T“*TT C"
50
100
200
4ou
• 6o4 
1*50
4.41
11.0
• 555 
1.56 
4.46
1.57
1.66
1.47
50 . 4 37
100 1.15
200 3.3C
400 £'.84
50 • 395100 1.10
200 3.36
400 • 9.95
.4
1.19
3.52
1.18
1.19
1.24
• 389 
1.20
3.53
1.101.20
1.25
.322
.860
2.42
8.44
• 644
1.76
5.80
.493
1.4 4
3.79
11.9
.523
1.32
4.28
.321
.916
3.10
9.34
.327
1.12
3.53
♦ 275 .932
3.13
• 32C 1.13
3.07
2.54
2.68
2.82
2.90
2.
2.43
2.42
2.48
1.88
1.76
2.06
1.48
1.32
1.51
0.9 
l.i_
1.25
0.951.13
1.06
cell siae of lOO^ u.; theae should be the some far all jcasuromsnts with a 
given emulsion and type of particle. Values iiavo been calculated for all 
ceil-eiaes although fee.' the larger ones (greater than ^ 00^^) the noise 
correction ia very email.
, S in c e  th e agreem ent between th e  v a lu e s  o f  1 l,otJ ob ta in ed  in  t h i s  way 
was s a t i s f a c t o r y  th e  marc e x p l i c a t e d  o a iT a c tio n s , a llo w in g  fo r  v r i a t i o n a  
o f  t  w i t h  c e l l - s i c e  and d isc u s  sod  by *.unon e t  a l .  } were uot u sed ,
iho DOOond correct ion applied to the observed values was tiiat to 
compensate for tiie distortion of tiie ennlsicai during processing, /hen 
tiie emulsion is soaked in water it expands considerably and on transfer to 
tlie different processing solutions stresses aro set up in tho softened 
gelatine as the solutians diffuse tiarough the emulsion, Finally, on fixing 
and drying large quantities, first of silver bromine and then of water, are 
removed from the emulsion and a great reduction of volume occurs. Ideally 
the so change b in volume should result only in the movement of a given point 
in tiie etmlaicn in a direction perpendicular to tlie surface find no effects 
should be produced in the projections of tracks onto planes parallel to the 
surface. In practice, howevoa, particucariy near tiie edges of the plates, 
boob diet or Li on of llie projected tracks may occur*. >uch distortion j «ay be 
ndnimiBed by oorefUl processing and by using only thoae tracks found in the 
central regions of the plates, >•> inL^ted wax
In tho present work, cxsrreo Lion far distortion was found to be necessary 
only in tl*e case of electron tracks in Xif diluted cl ulaions for which, 
because of the reduced amount of silver b- csiai.de whioh they contain, the 
expansion an soaking is /such greater than for normal emulsions.
D is to r t io n  lia s  boen co n s id ere d  by Fow ler' who has p o in te d  out th a t  the  
d e v ia t io n  produced by d is t o r t  io n  in  an o th erw ise  s t r  n ig h t tr a c k  can be 
■written 4 a  f5 " e  where A  i s  th e  change in  d ir e c t io n  o f  th e  tra ck  in  p a ss in g  
from  a  depth z t o  one z * !T z  and F i s  a c o n sta n t fo r  a p a r t ic u la r  d ir e c t io n  
o f  th e  p r o je c te d  tr a c k  and a  p a r t ic u la r  r e g io n  o f  th e  e in l s ia n .  For a g iv en  
tr a c k , th e r e fo r e  (or* fo r  a l l  p a r a l l e l  tra ck s  in  a g iv en  r eg io n  o f  th e  p la t e ) , 
d is t o r t io n  w i l l  r e s u l t  in  a  change, alw ays in  th e  same d ir e c t io n ,  o f  a l l  the  
in d iv id u a l S  v a lu e s # I f  tlie  t r a c k s  a l l  d ip  in t o  th e  em ulsion  a t  the same 
r a t e  th e  changes in  th e  T v a lu e s  cau sed  by tho  d i s t o r t io n  w i l l  a l l  be th e  
some. d is to r t io n  e f f e c t s  may th e r e fo r e  be in v e s t ig a t e d  by p lo t t in g  th o  T  
v a lu e s  o f  a  tracl-: o r  o f  a l l  track s from a  g iv en  r e g io n , ta k in g  accou n t o f  
t h e ir  s i^ n s .  fh e  median o f  t h i s  d is t r ib u t io n  w i l l ,  in  th e absence o f  
d is t o r t io n ,  be z e r o , and i t s  d isp lacem en t from zero  g iv e s  th e  c o r r e c t io n  to  
be a p p lied  to  th e  in d iv id u a l T v a lu e s .  T liis c o r r e c t io n  having been a p p lie d  
j<Ti may bo determ ined  as b e fo r e .
In  th e  p resen t work p l o t s  o f  th e  d v a lu e s  were made fa r  tlie  20 MeV 
e l e c t  on tra ck s  in  norm al, X2 and Xi*. em u lsio n s, s in c e  th e  e f f e c t s  o f  
d is t o r t io n  would, o f  c o u r se , bo moot im portant and moat e a s i l y  d e te c te d  fa r  
tliooc p s r t i c l e s  w i t h  th e  s m a lle s t  v a lu e  o f  tS'i • duch p l o t s  are shown in  
.  4 7 ( a ) - ( d ) f a r  5 0  ax*l IQOyu. a e l l - s i z e 3 .  fh e  low er p l o t s  are fear 
in d iv id u a l tr a c k s , w ith  th e  medians in d ic a te d  and th e  upper ones axe th e  
confounded r e s u l t s  fo r  each  ^roup o f  p a r t i c l e s .  For th o  la r g e r  o e l l - s i s e s  
(2 0 0  and tyQO/*) th e  s t a t i s t i c s  wore not s u f f i c i e n t l y  good to  make p lo t s  f o r  
in d iv id u a l trackB o f  any v a lu e . P lo t s  fo r  each c/rcup o f  tr a c k s  are shov.n 
fo r  th e se  c e l l - s i z e s  in  f i g .  V7 e i*
(54)
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TABLE 20
UNCUT CUT
rartkic h trial • 
bI on C«ll-Qlze
W  j
No* of Obs. <X (ii. ' V  • 1
No* of 
Ob** $1
60 402 0*448 0*395 377 0*347 0.2751
20 key
c
X 4 100 193 1*08 1.06 187 0.790 0.761|
#• • 200 87 2*69 2*68 85 2*06 2.C4
400
i —
66
L ___
8*8 8.8 35 8*8 8*8
TjujLK 21
Ftrtloli and Ssnilalon At. Inc linen 9 Correction, (Cob K
10 4«V €r * t Normal
n r 7.5° 0.987
10 M#y pf• Norail 2.7° 0.998e
16 key Normal 2.8° 0.9980
20 MaV cft Normal 7.6° 0.987
From fig* 47 it can be seen tliat no correction is required in tho case 
of the nerval and X2 diluted omit;ions* Sinoe the nonaal and X2 emulsions 
used far the oxposui'os to 10 and 13 particles »;oere from tlie same batch 
as those used far the 20 e^V ones and since they weio processed togetlior, 
it was to be expected that no correction would be inquired in those cases and 
ciieokB indicated that this was no*
Tlie electrons in the 14 emulsions could not bo treated as ono group 
since, to facilitate scanning ii- tlie region in which theie was a good density 
of tracks, the plate had been turned through 160° on tlio microscope stage 
after moasuremcnt of the fourteenth track* As was to bo expected, the 
corrections to tlio two groups were in opposite direct ions and of ajout tho 
same ma^iituoe (-0*3 divisions far tracks 1-14, and +U*3 divisions for 
tracks 13-22 for t a lOOyu). ihe distributions of T arc shown in fi • 48 
togetljer with the sise of the correction rc iuired to restate tlio meai&n 
to sero* fowler has shown that the value of * $1 obtained from a corrected 
distribution of T values is not senaitivu to changes in the sise of tlio 
correction applied, provided that thia caiawctioh is not too large* I he 
values of lh obtained from the corrected ? values are siiown in fable XI* 
ihe thir a can oat ion which was applied was maae nocossaiy because the 
projected electron tracks were not quite paiallol to the x —direction of tiie 
microscope sta^ e. This ijeant tliat tiie coll-sisoa measured along the track 
were slightly greater than tlie displacement along the x-uirscticn, so that 
a sliiihtly larnur value of »<Ti was obtained than that corresponding to t*
The correction was onpliod by staining froa the original *^oasuremnts of y 
the average inclination of each set of tracks to tlio x—direction* iho cell—
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Evulsion 1 
k Particlti Ctll- 5i£t iji)
UNCUT CUT
&¥*<)■)
_
26 .398 1.52 3.04 .301 1.15 2.3(||
10 t£V 
C
Normal
so
100
£00
400
1.09 2.08 2.94 
2.99 2.86 2.86 
8.P3 3.94 2.78 
22.8 5.65 2.78
.881 1.68 2.38] 
2.58 2.46 2.4! 
7.79 3.72 2.C! 
• 8 • •
10 MtV p*i 
e
Mormal
15 MeV t's 
* c *ora*l
15 MtV t(i eMomtl
PO MtV t's
oAoncfil
PO MtV I1!
0
M2
20 MtV • »a
o
X4
25
50
100
POO
400
50
loo
POO
400
• 596 
1 . 02 
2.68 
7.63 
20.6
1.42
1.91 
2.56 
3.64
4.92
2.84 
2.70 
2 .' >6 
2.57 
2.46
.339
.918
2.45
7.63
20.6
1.30
1.75
2.34
3.64
4.92
2 .6 0  
2 .4 8  
2 . 3 4  
2.£7 
2.4t
• 750 1.43 2.02
. .JC 1.99 1.99
5.90 2.82 1.99
16.1 3.84 1.92
50 Direct 1.36 -.05 1.92 
Mtrt •
60
100
POC
400
.595 1.13
1.67 1.50
4.36 P.07 
11.7 p.80
•0
100
800
400
50
loo
200
400
.437 .834
1.15 1.08
>f'. -36 - «60
9.84 P.35
1.60
1.50
1.46
1.40
1.18
1.08
1.13
1.18
.395 .754 1.06
1.06 1.01 1.01
2.68 1.28 0.91
8.8 2.Io 1.05
.630
1.87
5.01
16.1
1.20
1.79
2.39
3.B4
1.70
1.7S
1.691
1.95
Dirtot . r + ^  • 77 Angle !•#-? *0* !• 1
•486 .930
1.42 1.35
3.25 1.79
11.7 2.80
1.35 
1.30 
1.27 
1. 4 v
.321
.916
.613 
• 893 
3.10 1.48
9.84 2.35
.275 .525
.761 .726
2.04 1.00
8.8 2.10
• 861 
.891 
1.06 
l.ie
.7441
• 726 
.701 
1.05
•
fliae corresponding to tho measured value of tci was V  cos0 where 9 is
-r j y/xthe average angle of inclination of the ttzacks an1 since /*/ vc c 
the value, of scan second iiffleronco oorrespcn Irv. to a ooil-siae t is 
fJt (cob$)^\ The vulusn o f  0 and tho carre spafcling carrcoticn factors 
are given in Table X*>J. This raothod of cotrreotion is c^viciuiy an 
flqpproJcUaace on*;, but in view of the email sise of tlie correction it was felt 
to be adeqoato*
The values of l*>cT obtained from tlie corrected fi values are shown in 
xable ^ sCC. In the cose of tho 15 ieV electrons, th e se  valujs wer-o . xjnpored 
with t oee obtained 1(7 tho direct raeasure ent of scattering angles* As 
iuenticxued in section 2,3#1, the direct measure cnts were Made only tar a celi­
aise of 5r /r and they wore limited in accuracy by the o:tot in reading the 
goniometer* A vernier allayed the angle of scattering to bo read bo 0.25°. 
lie results art; iiicluled in Table XXH. In view of the limited accuracy and 
•noor statistics of the direct met s?TO.jc..tt .uethou, the a^uoaent between the 
two methods is felt to be satisfrtctccy.
Defeats the scattering coast ants oonli be caiculatod it v/as nscossazy 
to determine the appropriate value of icwentiuja tar tho particles producing 
each set of tracks, allaying for their loss of energy after lc&viuj The 
analysing magnet* This loes of energy ..as alloaod for by determining tho 
avora, n of the lengths of track used far each group of electi’cna or oaitrons 
and than calculating the a.aount of cxxrg/ lost (a) by ioaiaatlcn &ad (b) by
radiation, in travelling a dist< us equal -o half this average (i*a* in
travelling to the eon tie of the 'average track')*
The rate of er.jr^ y lot s by an elect cn due to radiation is given by 
VanxdLK°^J c a T«. 4 U  XXffl.
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TABLE 83
Partlole and 
r.itulslon
Average 
Track 
Lsigth (nar.j.
Ionisation 
Loss (MeV;
K&diatlon 
Lose (MeV)
Total 
Loas (MeV)
10 MeV •'a k 
c
1.75 • 613 .278 .89(1)
lU »< V p'l N 
0
1.97 .690 .314 1.00(4)
IS M#V •'a 1 
0
2.36 • 8P3 .568 1.39(1)
po impv #f« x 
0
2.71 • 950 .890 1.84(0)
po Mav •'b xe
c
* 1.675 .460 .300 .76(0)
20 *eV i 'b X4 
e
0 . 1.73 • 398 .216 .61(4)
eiF xfie
cL?t n \
where I Is tlie average ionisation potential of the atoms concerned and la 
given approximately by 13.5 Z electron volts. Proa equation (30) we see that 
the ratio of the rates of energy loas in diluted and in normal emulsions 
io given by
( d _ £  (svz)D • fu  (\y "sEk •- 3  7 .
(d^SLx)* " £  ^  J
”2" 2 where A and B are constants and Z is the u^&n value of Z far a given emulsion
Par fast particles (v -> c) B —*0.
Per a normal emulsion equation (30) gives (dfc/dx) = 0,70 koV/micron,
and, sine* ^  (NZ)V = 0.30, ^{02.)^  ^= 0.667, Z£.( = 445,
Z^2 = 284 and Z ^  =177, w« have (d^dx)^ = 0.55 koV/^ c and (di/dx)^ =
•246 koV /M .
In order to allow for the radiation loss the radiation length, 1^ ,
/ tOL\was calculated from tlie equation (Fermiv JJJ)
_L - J+.-WZl. r . JLn. I J. (52)
L, H7* I 2 **;
froa which
(^)i» r S V a/z \L (J3)
Equation (32) gives 2.94 can. and from equation (33) we find that
(Ifc)jc2 13 ^  ^ ^  Ca# Tho avora&e energy loes by radiation
from on electron of initial energy & in a distance x is then given by
AE a E(1 - e"X,S.
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TAbUE £4
Particle*
Xnulalon C.ll-Slsa(^a) IffeottveP P o f(*ev;
^Expt. KTheo. KcE*pt. KcTh
25
50
10 *|V o'fl ioo
normal v J400
9.11
27.7 X 0.6
26.8 £ 0.8 
26.1 £ 1.2
25.3 £ 1.7
25.3 £ 2.6
23.1
24.5
25.5
26.6 
27.4
20.9 X 0.0' 
21.7 4 0.7 
22.4 £ 0.9 
24.0 £ 1.7
25.3 £ 2.6
PO.?
£1.4
PC.
23.6
24.7
25
50
10 MeV p»i loo V.jQ
normal £00
400
„ , _ 
25.6 2 0.6 
24.3 1 0.8
23.0 £ l.o
23.1 ♦ 1.5
22.1 I 2.0
23.1
24*5
25.5
26.6 
27.4
23.4 * 0.6 
22.3 ± O.T 
20.7 X 0.9
23.1 X 1.5
29.1 X 2.0
20.2
21.4
PP.8
23.624.7
50
15 • o1 ■ 1 00 , _ , -rr* 15*61
normal 9 u'400
27.5 X 0.8 
27.1 £ 1.2 
27.] ♦ 1.6 
fp.l X 2.6
24.5
i: : . 5
26.6
27.4
23.2 £ 0.7
24.4 £ 1.1
23.0 £ 1.6
26.2 X-2.6
21.4
£2.8 
23.6 
P 4.?
50
' 100 18.16 
ttorr ul
400
"e.i £ 0.8
27.3 * l.o 
26.5 £ 1.6
26.4 £ P.?
24.5
25.5
26.6 
27.4
24.0 X 0.7 
23.6 £ 1.0
23.1 X 1.6
25.4 £.9.2
£1.4
22.8
23.6
£4.7
20 keV • ' i 
0
X2
50
l0O ^  - 19.94£00
400
m mi
22.7 £ 0.7
20.8 £ 0.9
21.7 * 1.3
22.7 * 2.4
r—' ■■ —
20.2
20.9
21.5
22.2
16.7 £ 0.5
17.2 X 0.7
20.2 X 1.2
22.7 £ 2#>
16.1
16.7
17.4
18.3
PO MgV t'a 
0 "
14
5o
100
£00
400
19.39
20.5 £ 0.7
19.6 £ 0.9
17.6 £ 1.3 
20.3 £ 2.3
16.7 
17.3
17.8 
18.1
14.4 X 0.5 
14.1 X 0.7 
13.7 ♦ l.o
20.3 £ 2.3
13.1
13.6
14.2
14.7
. Table XXIII gives the average lengths of each gr'oup of tracks and the 
corresponding energy losses, The corrected values of ocuontura obtained from 
these, and the carrc spanding scattering oonstaits, together with the 
statistical standard deviations based on the number of observations used in 
each de termination cro given in Table XXIV.
Theoretical values of the scattering const nts for comparison with 
the above results were obtain..uu from the - oliore thecny. For nannal G3■ • * • P* IT *■ i
emulsion numerical values of the scattering co:iStant iiave boon obtained by 
Gottstoin et cil,^  using CToldaeh^&dt^lel1^x>nt, a results^. The values
r\S) i f * r J T  i} ;, £ j: # H r ?* * ;
so obtained ore shc*n in fig. 33 of section 1.3.2. Tie value for fast elec-
# / Cjf* i 1 ’MtlOD
trona ([^ * 1) for a cellr-sise of 100yu (-Tl^= 310) io =23.3#
i { - | p -,*.«• i , * ’ w .Lftl
For diluted ozaxlsicns tlie carrospaiiii ig valuuo of K were obtained in
the following manner, liquation (23) of section 1.3*1 shows that 
K = 2o“(KB2)®L bo that 1^/K a^(KZ2)^'^(MZ“j-t . Sinoo L = 1 -
0.8 (lull) where M is tho average nuniber of collisions which a particle 
suffers (i.e. far the oliere theory M a &b)$ wo have
£  Wztfz (i-'tS- *o-go[-t*(&»)3,3 ^  )
** = z  ( # * £ ' * : ?  ■but sib •  T,Z> '$ 2 art Ft* { h z ^ o a d  f  Tharefore/l. °C (NZ^ »),
so that - •
K, . £ /4/zffi/W  t
' £  < V 2  J* /f ^  *, f •&0 / &  ^  «i^ i f t
As stated above, for p » 1 and t = IQOm., Sl^  = 310 tliat, since 
£ (jIZ2)5/ £ (IiZ2)E = 0.828, ond ^  (if'*) /£(NZ'</,)1< = 0.695, '» haverf X ** " 1 1
Kx/*H " °‘817 *x2 = 20.9. aliaUariy £ (KZ2)^/^(MZ2)* = 0.750 and
I  (NZ^)^ k h Z  \  =■ 0.574 giving «= 0.675 and =. 17.3.
The scattering const ante corresponding to a restricted range of
scattering angles were also derived from jolicho’s theory. This was done
far* various oe 11-sizes from 20 to 400/a • Par each value of t Sl^  was obtained
(h7)from Gottstein1 a curve shown in fig. 49. Tlie carTespcmuing value of B 
was obtained from equation (19)>** B - In B = Inflj,- 0.113* hext the 
distribution of angles of scattering was found from equation (18):-
uhing atoll ere1 s values of ( $) and median of each distribution
was then found und the ratio K^ /K a $t*r f determined far a cut at four times 
this median value.
Comparisons between tho tliearctical and expcriiaontal values of the 
scattering constants far each type of -article and emulsion used are shewn 
in Table X JV.
In fi .. 50 iST'frc (a K(V^°0)2) io plotted against energy far
electrons in normal omul:.ion (both cut and uncut / • It can be soen that, as
is expected from tiiooxy, there is no appreciable variation with energy. The
dashed lines are drawn at the weighted mean value of Kij i f l t in each case.
The variation of K and K with cell size is shown in fig. 51 • It can be seenc
that for normal emulsion (fig. 51(a)) the agreement is reasonable for 
K but that tho.e is considerably divergence between theory and oxpeidment 
for the uncut values. The statistics for 12 and X4 diluted emulsions 
(fig. 51(b) and (c)) are poorer than those for the normal emulsion,
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Energy 1 Emulsion! Cell-Slsc No.of ob8er a , J7 (div.)
(MeV) l/u) UNCJT OUT UNCUT CUT
horraal 400
800
654
511
650
307
.948
2.73
.903
2.58
140 X2 400
800
526
152
316
151
• 740 
1.96
.678
1.93
X4 400
800
i
545
162
319
155
.732
1.92
.554 
1.71 
—  ----- -
Normal
200
400
800
1541
650
505
1287
628
298
.774
2.09
5.86
.658
1.87
5.44
68 X2
goo
400
800
799
585
177
773
379
173
.563
1.43
3.72
• 504 
1.34 
3.49
X4
200
400
800
741
560
170
702
352
166
.439
1.23
3.24
.369j
1.16
3.05
I
Homal
200
400
800
750
554
169L „n
706
345
167
.881
2.38
7.17
.791 
2.21 
6.94 1
40 XP
1_______
200
400
800
514
248
115
477
239
115
.825
2.13
5.85
.738
1.93
5.85
X4
200
40u
Boo
657
518
148
624
306
148
.654
1.60
4.28
.53e
1.44
4.21
□easuremcnLs having been made only for one value of momentum (v 20 HeV/c), 
but again the tendency of tlie orrporioentcl values of K to be larger then 
those predicted by the Moll*re theory is found. It 5s difficult to explain 
this discrepancy except on the assumption that, by chance, there ymi'G 
slightly more large single scatters in the tracks selected for njeaauroiaent 
than are predicted by the probability laws. The effect of these large 
scatters would be most noticeable far small cell sizes and they would, of 
course, bo eliminated from K^ .
Tlie results of other r-uthoiu with Y/hich the iressnt results nay be 
compared are (a) those of Oottstein et al. for 105 .IcV pocitix»is with a coll 
size of 200/4 and for 18b MeV positrons with a coll size of 400^  , and 
(by thoac of Voyvodic and Pickup for about 16.5 -»V elections and positrons 
with a oell-cize of 45/•- . Only tlio uncut values of scattering const nt 
obtained by these authors enn bo compered with tho present results s5nce
( 4/ t  C i  CLdifferent cast values ire re used in the different cases. t can be soen 
from fig. 51(e) that tlie agreement between tlie present results and the 
earlier ones is good far tho larger cell sizes but that Vcyvodic and 
Pickup* s vnlue far a h3y cell size ia closer to tho theoretical value than 
is the ■> resent one. Further comparisons are made between theory and 
experiment in fig. 54, for both electrons and protons (see belcxr).
(b) Protons.
The uncorrected l7i values are shown, for each proton 
energy and each type of emulsion, in Table XXV. Nolee 
corrections were applied to these results as for electrons, 
by measuring the apparent scattering of very fast particles 
in each type of emulsion with small cell-sizes. The
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freer. the Ufrt* supplied by the ayolatron operatore 4 energy of 
pfptc^fi leaving ayolotron r 148 1 3 MeV) by ©©rrestiion *oi t:,# 
Ions of energy in the clr between bo exit port o i the oyelctron 
ana tho box eontelRlng tho piatee (using tlio data given by 
Montgaaery (§7) on tho lose of energy of proton* in air) *od, 
in the rate of She lore* ortorglo i, oalculetlr.g the energy loon 
ia the mXuMiniom blooMre inierpoeou between the machine **£ the 
pititce, (again taeing infomation froi! Jt©utgo»*.*ry)« there were 
ffi* oic* of air to bo travereod before tho plate* were reaohed, 
giving an incident energy of 146*5 * 3 M©7# the fhlsmer 
al us In lux absorber wee '.98 ©a*# thick| io t^ ie ©rrrgy ol the 
protons hefis^ penetrated it would I© TO*£ *eV and oi* .caching 
tho platep their energy would be 76 *b MtV. Xhc thloteer
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TAbU. 26
Proton Energy 
iMeV)
Emulsion Cell-Slze
(m )
ns«Mo* of Obs €
(dlT.)
Averagt
(al*
50 U 25 77 0.136
m X 2A Y m 154 0.127
• X 4 n 167 0.131 0.122 ♦
100 ii m 154 0.102
150 II ii 78 0.112
measured value-s of 1 are given In Table XXVjTand the correoted 
values of tS* , obtained by the pane t vo methods as were used 
for the electrons and positrons* are given, together with
the corresponding values of , in Table XXVil*
Cheeks for distortion were again made; the distribution 
of values (taking aooount of their signs) are shown In fig* 52 
for 150 MeV protons In X4 emulsion* It can be seen that 110 
oorrtctlon Is required In this cate*
Correction for inclination of the tracks to the x-dlrectlon 
of the microscope stage was also found to be unnecessary due to 
the sireltghtness of the tracks and their more careful alignment 
before measurement*
The energy of the protons reaching the plates was calculated 
from the data supplied by the cyclotron operators (energy of 
protons leaving cyclotron * 148 ± 3 MeV) by correction for the 
loss of energy in the air between the exit port of the cyclotron 
and the box containing the plates (using the data given by 
Montgomery (67) on the loss of energy of protone in air) and, 
in the case of the lower energies, calculating the energy loss 
in the aluminium blocks interpouec be tween the machine ant# the 
plates, (again using information from Montgomery)• There were 
267 cm* of air to be truveraed before the plates were reached, 
giving an incident energy of 146*3 ♦ 3 MeV* The thinner 
aluminium absorber was 4*^2 cm* thick, so the energy of the 
protons having penetrated it would be 78*5 MeV and on reaching 
the plates their energy would be 76*6 MeV* The thicker
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aluminium blook was 6*68 cm* thick giving e residual energy 
of the protons of 39 MeV• This corresponds, however, to a 
range In emulsion of 6 n.n* whereas the measured range of the 
particles whose tracks were used for the measurements was about 
IS mm* corresponding to an energy of 58 MeV* The latter value 
was used because the range energy relation Is better known for4 J
emlBlon than for aluminium* It was not possible to obtain a
reliable value of the range of the 76 MeV protons 5n the emulsion 
because of the difficulty of finding tracks which stayed in the 
emulsion for the whole of their length* It appeared from the 
measured values of scattering constant however, that the energy 
value obtained from the theoretical energy loss In the aluminium 
was aocurate in this case*
The effective energy of the protons was found from the
experimental rnngc~energy relation for protone in Ilford C2
o-sutemulsion, published by bradner et al* (68) i- h 3 0*251 K 
where £ is in MeV and H is in microns* From this, by differentia- 
tlon and substitution for h, we get dE/dx • 0*638p> . keV 
per micron* nssumln^ that this relationship also holds for 05 
emulsions, whose composition is very similar to that of the C2 
type, the initial rate of energy loss of the protons can be 
found from the value of p (0*502) corresponding to an energy of 
146 MeV* This is 1*75 keV/^u and at this rate of loss the 
energy after travelling 4,000^ ( half of the average track 
length used in the measure merits) would be 139 «.cY* This 
corresponds to a value of p of 0*496 and an energy lose of
8%,
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- — —  rttgef Tai uwn put*iw>i'ijrt-q»r» * ' f■ w*■ 'i 1 '■ .U .>•*»*.■ y- r
elaiiUar sethod to that 'ti»i'0 for toe electron# The value of
«. m e  determined for each value of ^  frees fig. 49 and, the
expropriate value of 1 for normal e»ul»ior?a having been 
obtained from doldaohaidtHC;ierirojfit1« data t *ho»n 5r fig. 35), 
the value of *3/®^ W4U* found froa equatloat^J. The values 
of K^ j for dilute emulsions were also obtained in the ease way 
11 fcT electrons. These theoretical values «re sis) ** ow?* !n
table 111X. .
The variation of X and X0 with sell else, tf is etiem for
each proton energy and eaafo t m §lJ ^  easel el on in flg« 83 in which tie
"7i6fe ) L t m
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Noalnil fcntrgy
I MeV)
\
Emulsion# Average
Track Lcngtti 
(mm)
Energy Lose 
(MeV)
Effective
Energy
(M*:V)
Ef fee 
Mm
Ppc |
Ji or id ul 8 7.1 136.2 265
140 1 2 8 5.7 140.6 267
X 4 8 4.7 141.6 £69
Aorual 8 9.8 66.8 130
t>8 X 2 8 7.8 *03.GO 133
X 4 8 6.8 CO.(7>*o
____j
135
I
Normal 8 12.5 45.5 88.6
49 X 2 8 6.4 49.6 97.0
! * 4
U ------
8 8.0 50.0 97.4
1*79 keV/ • Taking the average rate of energy lose as the 
mean of the initial and final rates we find an effective energy 
of 139*2 MeV and a corresponding value of p/?c of £65 MeV.
The formula for the energy loss of protons Is given by Fermi^6^  
aa -IdE/dx) ■ (4if H Z * * / m V 2 ) j_ In frs V2/I (1
from this we see that for diluted emulsion the energy loa& will 
be given by
136)dfi/dbc) 0 - ( In U / z B *) - /% ^  7
a s 7a xt n *  in  r 7 / i :  # r  -  f c *  I
from whioh we find that for X£ dilated emulsions the rate of 
energy loss for 146 MeV protons is 0*80 x 1*77 = 1*42 keV/ and 
for X4 dilution the value is 0*67 x 1*77 z 1«19 kc V/ • The 
values c f  rate of energy loss, effective energy and corresponding 
pftc are given for each energy and emulsion in Table XXV111*
The experimental values of scattering constant, together 
with their steitlard deviations are shown in Table XXIX*
Theoretical values were obtained from the Moll&re theory by a 
similar method to that used for the electrons* The value of
war determined for each value ofp irom fig* 49 and, the
appropriate value of K for normal emulsions having been 
obtained from Ooldschmidt-Clermont•a data (shown In fig* 35), 
the value of w*8 found irom equation^^4)# The values
of Kg for dilute emulsions were also obtained in the same way 
as for electrons* These theoretical values are also shown in 
Table XXIX*
The variation of K end KQ with cell size, t, is shown for
each proton energy and each type of emulsion in fig* 53 in which the
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smooth ourvts represent kollire's results* In fig* 54 the 
scattering constant8 arc plotted against the corresnonding 
valuer of as was done by Gottsteln et al* (57), and
the results summarised in their paper are included in this 
figure which incorporates the present results for both 
electrons and protons*
it can be aeon that the agreement between theory and 
exoerlment is as good for the preseut results a s  for tho r e  of 
other authoru (though in the case of K c , as mentioned earlier, 
a direct corpari son Is not strictly possible owing to the 
slightly different cutting procedure snorted by previous 
au tho r s)• *
•>l  o  c  11 e  o t  i  k v of s  i r * c  *  *  1 t «  r i  n? e v e n t s *
%t  * 4 * 1 #£a.<;ur*ftcnt *«
I f t  t h e  e c ^ r r s e  o f ‘ t h i s  * o r k  t h r e e  C w o ’ ? e »  ^ r o « r % -&,> *r* blmm 
A4QvO m i c r o s c o p e s  W e r e  n s e d ,  t h e  a l  l g n r e r i t  o f  t h e  s p l a t e f f  o n  
t h e  m i c r o s c o p e  s t a g e s  b e i n g  c u r r i e d  o u t  I n  m a n n e r  s i m i l a r  t o  
t h a t  u s e d  f o r  t h e  m u l t i p l e  s c a t t e r l " %  w e e  u r o v f e r h t s *  T h e  
c o n d i t i o n s  £ O V « r r , l n ~  t h e  a e e e p t i i . e e  o f  tnusWrn f o r  m e t  s*  * * • ? - »  j » t  
werss*
( 1 )  t h a t  t h e  c H r s d t i o t t  o f  in t h e  e i e n e  o f  t h e
e :  U s  I o n  ( i * e *  i n  s  p : „ * n c  p a r a l l e l  t o  t h e  i t #  are o f  
t n e  m i c r o s c o p e )  a n d  j u s *  *  e l o  t h e  h a i c l e n  c u r  f a d e  
M i l  b e  w i t h i n  I  h 4* d f  t > - *  x * 4 f  r o o t l e t s  o f  t h e  ilrfo- 
s c o p #  »•■ ■ ■ •• t  i n  p r o c « « «  U s *  l e a n
The effort Involved in meacuring with reasonable statistical 
accuracy the single scattering of electrons and positrons of 
about 10 MeV energy isf compared with that reauired for multiple 
scattering measurements on the tracks of these particles, so 
great that from the outset it was decided to concentrate the 
available labour on a single energy value and on one type of 
emulsion* The single scattering measurements were therefore 
made only on tracks of 10 MeV/c electrons and positrons in 
normal emulsiona* In this way a comparison of the single 
scattering of electrons and positrons under identical conditions
could be made and the use of the lowest energy value and of
n r w r w p  m  vr «r re pwTaxa -h ; » M l  is it at if] ] . r i »j4
the densest scattering medium ensured the highest possible rate
* w w ^  mm O p . V Wm m r f y v  I  ( S ajf eO
of collection of single scattering events*
'  ' • *  A ." *
£•4*1 Measurements*
In the course of this work three Cooke, Troughton and Sims 
M4000 mlorosoopes r;ere used, the alignment of the plates on 
the microscope stages being carried out in a manner similar to 
that used for the multiple scattering measurements* The 
conditions overnlng the acceptance of tracks for measurement 
werei-
(1) that the direction of travel in the plane of the
emulsion (i*e* in a plane parallel to the stage of 
the microscope) and Just below the emulsion surfaoe 
must be within 16° of the x-direction of the micro­
scope stage which in the setting up process had been
£•4 Single Scattering
arranged to be parallel to the incident direotion of 
travel of particles from the analyser*
(2) that the angle of dip into the emulsion after proces­
sing should not, at the point of entry into the 
emulsion, be more than 15°*
(3) that the length of the track must not be less than 
700^ if it left the emulsion at the lower surface or 
5 0 0 if it re-emerged from the upper surface*
The first and second conditions above are similar to those 
for the multiple scattering measurements* The third 1b less 
severe than the corresponding conditions fcr multiple scattering, 
where, in order to obtain reasonable statistics for the ifi 
determinations on individual tracks, it was necessary to have 
a minimum track length of 1,500/a•
A further visual check was made of all tracks satisfying 
the above conditions to ensure that, in the opinion of the 
observer, they had a degree of multiple scattering consistent 
with an energy of 10 MeV*
When the single scattering investigation was started the 
method d  measurement was as follows* An examination was made 
along the length of each accepted track from the point at which 
it entered the emulsion, until a single scattering event was
f  • , 1  ^ . ftyi jf A {, A *1 V i I ' \ ( I i  U c l  V. f   ^ ; IW  H Jv * if , r* , r|- | ^ itfound with a change of direotion (in space) of 20° or more, or 
until a 2,000« length of the track had been examined* This_  ^^ A A * _ - _ il  ^ f* mjMMi w H A. I \ 1 m I  wW I9 w
limit to the length of track scanned was applied in order to
i ‘"‘la Inn 6 cc 41^ *  by veaAS of the equation restrict the energy range of tracks whose single scatters were
accepted - in £,000^ of emulsion the particles used in this 
investigation would lose, by ionisation alone, about 2 MeV. 
Since the magnitude of the change of direction in space could 
not be accurately estimated by inspection, any scattering 
event in which the change of direction in the plane of the 
microscope stage was 10° or more, or in whiph a sudden change 
in the rate of dip into the emulsion was detectable, was 
recorded and those events which on calculation of tho change
of direction in space gave a value leee than £0° were later
v.
removed from the record#
When an acceptable scattering event was found the change 
of direction, tf> , in the plane of the microscope stage and the 
rate of dip of the track into the emulsion before and after 
the scattering, oc j sndocn , were measured. The ohi nge of 
direction in the plane of the etage was measured directly by 
means of the goniometer attachment to the microscope eye-piece 
to an accuracy of O.P6c. The anglee of dip were raearured by 
means of the microscope1s calibrated fine foouo control, the 
change in depth of the track from the emulsion surface over a 
horizontal distance of 50/ along the track being found. The 
fine focus control carried a scale reading to 0.5^ and a 
table was prepared giving the angles of dip in unprocessed 
Emulsion for each value of depth change in 0.5^ steps, assum­
ing a shrinkage factor of £.3. •
The change of direction in space, 6 , was, found from the 
measured values of oC( and oc g by means Oj the e^uui on
Cos 0 & Sin ^ 2 SinoCp ♦ Coe Cos«*g Goa <j> (37)
* hi 9 C "jft * imhs i X© * • • •■ ■■-'■ '
which may he proved by simple geometry with reference to fig. 65
h  - i • . *Vi ■ :
which ahowe a scattering event. The actual evaluation of 0
J: • r- : 4  . • ■ r '
was greatly facilitated by the use of u special chart I"Theaaalual th* elM of Bt. angl* '
M g  sl y Hydrographic Chart", obtained from the ttiyslcs Department, 
the university of Bristol) from which, , otj^ und^j, having been 
set up, 6 could be read off directly. ^ v /w V i »' <i t IJL if mCOwS (Nr « v
tfhen a scatter of £0° or more had been found in a given track, 
the distance from the point at which the particle entered the 
emulsion to that at which the scatter occurred was measured
along the track by means of the calibrated eyepiece scale. In
is vhlen they eeeu^red# vue a t o m  itcL*os
this measurement the dip of the track into the emulsion was
n  • ? t o t  a  • <5 . |i
ignored (I.e. th• projection of the track's length onto the scattering nuclei per e*1• of hijIiIo r# f
surface of the emulsion was measured) since the measurement of
the true length would have been extremely laborious and this
simplification Introduced only a small correction factor (Sec** )•
Correction for this dip was applied after all the measurements
had been made by determining the average angle of dip of each
group of tracks measured*
Originally, after one scattering event had been found in a
track the track was abandoned. In this way no track was
examined after it had suffered a scatter of about 20° or more and
do the Inclusion of a scattering event in a track produced by a
particle which had previously lost, by radiation in an earlier
scatter, an appreciable amount of energy was avoided. The
inclusion of such events would of course have given too high at i i •ue • * f.
value of scattering cross section since, for relattvistic entrg es
ft.
this cross section is proportional to 1/E?*
A histogram was constructed in which the observed number 
of scattering events in a given angular Interval was plotted 
against the else of the angle of scattering* The ordinates of 
the histogram were proportional to the scattering cross section 
averaged over the angular interval concerned (neglecting for 
the moment the various corrections whioh it was necessary to 
apply to the observed results), and the "scattering coefficient" 
oould be obtained for a given interval by dividing the number 
of scattering events in that Interval by the total track length 
in whioh they ooourred* The cross section for scattering could 
then be obtained by dividing this coefficient by the number of 
scattering nuclei per oc* of emulsion* (This information was 
supplied by Ilford Ltd*)*
This method of measurement at first worked reasonably well 
and a difference between the cross sections for scattering of 
electrons and positrons began to emerge from the measurements, 
as shown by fig* 56* from this graph it can be seen that 
the divergence between the electron and positron cross sections 
appears to increase for angles less than 0r>* because of this 
it appeared desirable to Include angles smaller than 20° in the 
study* The measurements were therefore extended to include 
all scattering events in which 6 was greater than 10°• (Any 
event in whioh a noticeable change in either the rate of dip or
in the horizontal angle of direction occurred was measured up)*
a l o n gWhen this was done the length of trackj^wnich it was necessary
to search before a single scatter equal to or greater than the 
minimus siet for acceptance was found was greatly reduced (for 
small angles tbe cross section varies as l/Sin^d/g so that 
the cross section at 10° Is roughly 16 times as great as that 
at 20°.) The distance scanned along eaoh track was in fact 
found to be only a few tens of microns and as the original 
method oi' measurement whereby the portion of a track occurring 
after the first scatter was not examined was maintained , only 
these first few tens of microns were examined In eaoh trask.
The results so obtained gave practically identical values 
of scattering cross section for positrons and electrons, as oan 
be seen from fig* 67* This unexpected result was explained 
on the grounds that the observer was not now examining a 
sufficiently long length of track to be able to jud*e reliably 
whether the multiple scattering was of the magnitude to be 
expected for a 10 MeV particle* This lack of proper track 
selection would result In the Inclusion of *background" tracks 
which happened to lie In the required direction and since these 
would be mainly stray electrons and positrons scattered into 
the pitpe from the material surrounding it during exposure they 
would be of the same nature for both sets of emulsions (I.e. 
those into which electrons had t> en fired and those with positrons 
in them). The cross section for scattering of the b-ck .round 
particles would therefore be the same for eaoh set of plates, 
and the two curves r<l *ht be expected to run together, if there 
were a sufficiently high proportion ox stray tracks airongst
. . .  _     .
those measured*
A careful re-examination of come of the tracks accepted 
in the above measurements suggested that this explanation was 
very probably correct end 5t was therefore deeded that an 
actual measurement of multiple scattering rather than a rough 
visual estimation of its magnitude would have to be made for 
all tracks aoc pted for measurement so as to exclude those 
not of the correct energy value* The previous sectio of this 
work (that on multiple scattering) had indicated that this 
proceedure would effectively eliminate background tracks* 
Unfortunately fcorever, It would also greatly decrease the rate 
of colleetlon of data* In view of this and the evidence from 
other authors (referred to in section 1.2 .1 ) that the loss 
of energy on scattering was very small, it was decided that
all single scatters greater than 10° in the first 2,000/* of
* . . those tracks which satisfied the acceptance criteria would be
Included in the measurements*
The procedure now employed was, therefore, that any track
satisfying the acceptance criteria was measured for multiple
scattering and, if it was found to have a value of ^ C ,T I thin
, »
1  40% of the value determined for 10 lev electrons in the previous
, • . * . work, it was then examined for single scattering events* All
. . . the scatters found in the first 2,000/a., or in the total length
i , - t k l iif this was less than 2,000^ , were recorded provided that
_ _ ^  J - * 1 1  tl I OI • ft » 'they were of at least the rlninur else lor acceptance*
  , .. ¥ , *<-, 8 *This method of measurement was used for a considerable
tine In the examination of the plates exposed to the beam 
of the 70 MeV synchrotron, but the necessity for the multiple 
scattering measurement on eaoh track caused a great reduotion 
in the speed of accumulation of data and made the work rather 
arduous* Eventually it was recognised that a new exposure 
of plates was required and that if possible the experimental 
conditions for this exposure should be suoh that the background 
of stray traokc would be so small that there would be no 
necessity to make a multiple scattering measurement in order 
to verify that eaoh track examined was produced by a particle 
of the required energy.
The new exposures were made in the manner described in
/
section 2*1*2 using the 1 MeV h*T* set* In these exposures 
Increased densities of the required tracks were obtained with 
reduced background intensities (the plates were found on 
examination to have about two required tracks per field of 
view of the xnioroeoope, compared with Q*1 for the original 
synchrotron plates)* Tests were made in which observere, 
after looking at a track decided whether it wac of the 
required energy value, their decision then beln/, checked by 
a multiple scattering measurement on the track in question* 
These testa showed that it was now possible to dispense with 
the multiple scattering measurements, the decision of the 
observers being, after some training, quite reliable* This 
method of measurement was adopted for all the work in which 
thefe new plates were used and it appeared to give satisfactory
C O  r
results*~ CVi
The limit on the speed of collection of results was now
J  i  * iset by the time taken to measure, end to cor vert into change
• o v i r t  l n u  olofcc U r  - - - r • . . , .of direction in space, the various angles at each scattering
» • • • • ii* I # •*; rat? - > > tevent* Because the cross section increases so rapidly with
* *decreasing angle of scatter, most of the scatters measured
I bUJLUwere of small angle and eventually it was realised that
SC«iV tejglc, .4 i •; : . ,1*‘, . <>ii , Tf - b • . . • • < -reasonable statistics could be obtained for the larger angles
- ' e ) eect • .&• * ■ ■ |of scattering only if the rate of collection of data was
Increased by raising the minimum size of scatter accepted.
i q w ^  r + i , r . m I t !  x \
it was therefore decided to fix a limit of 25° for these
• t*el onicu % U  J* ( 4  )j tfii | • ! ■measurements*
2*4*2 Correction of experimental results
< .nefore the experimentally determined cross sections could
. d i r e c t i o n *, ^ ? s * r.  i % 1 ; ■ ,, a . . ; . . , _ ,be compared with theory and with other experimental determinations,
«s*ttaring, hs?e fron i . 1 . ,it was necessary for certain corrections to be applied. Three
i % * y ( ,main corrections were considered, namely that to allow for the
difficulty of resolving two scattering events occurring very
8 J  • I  ' J 1
close together along the length of a track (the "double 
scattering" correction), that to correct for the increased 
possibility of missing a scattering event when a large change 
in the angle of dip into the emulsion occurs (the azimuthal 
urv.le correction^ and that to allow for the escape of 
particle a from the emulsion before their tracks were of ther ■ n I | * ’ ■ ■
minimum length required for them to be accepted for measurement
* * - • *- - * - , * '■ - ■ * y 0  ^ *
(the "escape" correction).* w • •  ^ p * .. i v vt% vvriuyH| f , • m
e o n id
<•/
in all measurement8 of single scattering there is a 
finite probability that two separate scattering events, 
occurring close together along a track will escape resolution 
and be interpreted as a single event* A theoretical considera­
tion of the oorrcotion required to allow for this effect was 
obtained as long ago uc 19E2 by Mentzel (69) for the case of 
scattering in thin folia* The adaptation of wentzel'a method 
to the present case is rather Involved, the n.aln complicationi * / * jf * ■
being due to the variation, in the present cafe, of the quantity 
equivalent to "foil thickness" in ..entzel's paper*
ientcel calculated Jn (4 )• the probability that after 
suffering n collisions in a foil, a particle should emerge In 
a direction making an angle between <p and <? 4 AA with the 
incident direction* Limiting our consideration to double 
scattering, we have, from Wentzel's paper,
jg ( 4 ) s r(, F ( o , 4t)X * d2
o J Coe 4> 1
where Dg z  (  A z 0 exp./" (1 - Sec f ^ ) ]  x jdz^ exp*
O *“ 0
(Seo^i * Sec 4 ) ]  * exp* tyid 3eo 4 ) in whioh 4f * 
is the direction of the scattered particle (relative to thet
incident direction) after the first scatter, caused by a 
nucleus at a depth z Q in the foil| <p is the angle after the 
second scatter, by a nucleus at a depth z j , d is the thick­
ness of the foil, ¥  (0, 4  9 ) is the probab lity o single 
scattering from direction 0 to direction 4i* 1 I 4 1 * P  )
the corresponding probability for scattering from 4  j to
(a) Cetrection for double scattering*
is some angle above whioh the probability of scattering Is
c>very small and Is given by TTltfr where I* is the number of
scattering nuolei per o*c* and ft is their effective radius*
JLf jud (See - 1 ) <*. 1 the abov« expressions are
considerably simplified* in order to avoid divergence of the
Integrals a lower limit, to , must be set to the range of Blze
of 6  - Wentzel took <o - 1°* de showed thiit for a hutherford
* 1 2 
distribution of single scattering 4> is given by Gtg w / 2  z
( oc r tT H (Ze^ / mv' )? ), so that in the present case, for
- 1° and d r 5 x IO** cm* (the size of d is discussed later),
owe have jud (Sec^ - D r  for J' r 65 • Since the probability
of scattering through angles greater than 66° in a distance of
1 * c< ? ( V d <  .50 microns will bet very email we may take the above condition
to be satisfied and we now have, according to Wentzel, Jo ( 4> )
-  | S e"^d £  ) wh«r» X  ( f  ) s d
? W" --- o
r 7T .'in ^ j
Assuming that Rutherford*s theory of single scattering
* fio ( -ua «5io v . . ‘'applies we have F(0 , <f> -  ) z Cos <f>,/2 and
“ S i n ’7-
j! doiifi. t . Ti r ■ it lea oi 3  a i t-h ■ :>• 1« 1’cun t - t*. ■ • « ■ r
?( <f>. * <P ) ■ 2 «CSln <M 1 - Coe d>, Co£<i ) for A, q j •
- ' 1  1 -■ ■ ... ■ 1 —  1 1 T ‘
*’ /cos 4(t - Coe / P
ajac the tiuthevford expreasi^n f tir u } • , , • ■ *lu
In a medium such as a nuclear emulsion the foil thickness
correct lorn feetora for double scat',*: i * (R> ) J 1 * i0 ^d is replaced by the minimum separation along the track for
v j i - C'. 2 cv,.a v , i . u ° j  , ^  / T : u . T 6 .which two scattering events d> and can be resolved and this
^  will b# f c ifti * d>< u X ’ 1 ‘dlstanoe depends upon cf since if d is small the resolution
-  s t . * I . * * *  ' 4 . -of these two events is more difficult for a given value of
ori a . * iai'jA * $ c f  ?>oat . - *•' ,d than when tf is large* To allow for this we may put d r a/Sin^
& i'm . -it x« i. Uq < f  c a l c  a i ;*p t ' r i ' i t< .
a being the perpendicular displacement of the scattered track.. r '  * ▼ * » »  ■ »«*•>. • * •* * n ®  w  j 9 r « I u i  ^v. -i?. F #
after a distance df from the initial direction. It is 
reasonable to assume that this displacement will be independent*nn "  T'r ^  *»• : - • v »<s ■ Trc : :±i - " r :•
of
T 1
In the present case therefore, d r a Cccec q>^  where a was 
found by an estimation of the minimum separation of various 
sices of single scatters which could just be resolved, to be• J- v X <1 * • ! v*. 1 v l v  * p«i J t
o f  th. order of lo” 4 cm .
Therefore .
, g P T /  s l n ^ ( !  •  c o s ^  Cos 4?) exp. (rfia Cosec 4 i )
2 * T ” ,ft I * -  / --------------------------------------- -----------------
o'* (Sin <f> <f>1 / C o s ^  - C p s ^ /  5
- ft" eg
2 „
and for Z  <f> i  U > /% it oan be shown that
Jg ( f  ) :  a8 * 8 ?/ (Ctg8 co/2 * 5 ♦ a c t g ^ H c t g 8 q>/2 - c t g f 4  ^
0 6 7T(sin ^/ejsin^j
. x exp -^Jift (Seo^jjx d ^  139)
The Integration must be performed graphically and when this
ft
is done the variation of y with ^  is founci to be that shown in
fig* 58 for the cases of (f>* 2 0 ° and $  s 10°* r'rom these curves
and the simple ftutherford expression for J. (10°), we find the
correction factors for double scattering (10°) / (10°)
t (10°) - 0.92 and 9 (20°) /Jj (20°) » (20°) ; 0.96.
As will be shown later these factors are not sufficient to
remove the "hump” which was found in the experimental curve of
o ocross section versus angle of scattering at the region 10 to 2 0
^  * A ' ‘
A difierent method of calculating the double scattering 
correction was devised by Dr* H* Mulrhead, Mr* 1* 5* hughes and
t o y .
the present author* This method has the following basis.
Suppose that In a given traok we have a scatter through an 
angle 6 followed after a distance x by one through an angle 
f f,. Then, if x ’ aCosee eaoh soatter will be recorded, 
but if x a Cosec 0 - we shall record(a) too few (b) the
X  ■’$ ■
correct number or (c) too nany scatters in the angular range 
&  to <§) ^  according to which of the following conditions applyi-* 
(1 ) for#-. c ® )  or > <S)^, a) If or our value of
nit*. *rw for ' *_ (C9-*© •) is too high by one if
lies between < S>and &  *.
b) if © <  © our value of
( O — is too low by one if 
does not lie between ©  and 
(e) for &  *- 0 t < & l , a) for all values of our value of
This ■ esut* h 1b too low by one if
8 i
^6*1 & f» <*ocs not between <£) and < 3 •
Fi r j 1 ar r b) for <3) c G- <■ (£*) * our value of
M (<3> -» ©> ) is too low by a further 
8
one if does not lie between
and (S> ^  •
In these conditions above, ( ©  —>©*) is the number of 
scatters recorded for the angular interval 0  to 0  and R^» & g 
is the resultant angle formed by and O ^ vhen these are 
unresolved.
The true number of scatters hip is therefore related to 
the apparent number by the relationship ke ~ >irY**
■Ufa'l * P (la) - P (lb ) - P (2a) - p <£>t o where P (la) etc. 
are the probabilities of the occurrence of conditions la etc.
These are given by
p da) = r r f p ( ^ )  * C p ^ j J f r j ¥ x (*8> * V * « ( 4 > ]
* (it) = f2? p ( ^ )  ♦ * £ *<*!>/r f ' p x (^2 )- (i - p«*>; 
p i2a) . E ^ ’p o ^ r ^  s w *  (1 - p(*>j
p (8t> s r § ' * < h > £ «  pt(pg )‘ (i - pif >)
with the condition that F (la), F (lb), F (Fa) and F (fb) all 
equal zero for 0 Sin~* a/x, and where « is the lower limit 
of the range of 6 and 9 and F ( P  ) is the probability of 
lying in the range® to£>*.
The evaluation of the above probabilities is an extremely 
long and tedious process. however, numerical results were 
obtained for the range 10° to 15° giving a correction factor 
of v 0.9. This result confirms that obtained from the 
application of Went gel's work.
For the larger angular intervals the corrections for 
dbuble scattering will be much smaller than that for the
10° to 15° interval because of the greatly increased ability
which an observer has to resolve two scattering events when 
each of them is quite large.
(b) Azimuthal angle correction.
When a scattering event occurs in which the dip of the 
track into the emulsion undergoes a large change, the 
possibility of missing the scatter increases. The effect 
of this is greatest for the smallest angular interval exair ined
(40)
(41)
(42,
(43)
and for the largest. t o r  th e  s n a i l  ang le  I n t e r v a l  the  
effect le important because a s c a t t e r  w i t h ,  say 10°<8*15 
may be missed altogether if <f> ( th e  p r o j e c t i o n  o f  the  ang le  of 
scatter onto the plane of the emulsion) i s  sm all  (as i t  must 
be if the change of dip is l a r g e ) .  For  l a r g e  a n g le s  the  
importance of this effect a r i s e s  from th e  f a c t  t h a t  a l a r g e  
change in dip together with a l a r g e  change In f may make the  
scattered track difficult to locate so t h a t  th e  e v e n t  may be 
interpreted as a stopping of the i n c i d e n t  p a r t i c l e  and not as  
a scatter*
The effect was investigated in the present work in the 
following way* A number of scatters in which 0 was greater 
than 25° were carefully measured up and the angle, A, between 
the plane of the microscope stage and the p r o j e c t i o n  o f  the 
scattered track on a plane perpendicular to the incident 
direction (see fig* 59) was then given by the relationship 
Coe A s Sin<^ /CosoC1 Tan 0  • (The value of A was in fact 
obtained by setting up the appropriate values of and
<£ in a model of the scattering event from which A could be 
directly read off)* This projected "azimuthal’' angle should 
have an isotropic distribution provided that s c a t t e r s  with all 
values of change in angle of dip are detected with the same 
efficiency* Any anisotropy in the distribution of the 
azimuthal angle may therefore be regarded as a measure of the 
degree to which those events in which a large change of  dip 
occurs are lost*
CO?.
The observed distribution of the azimuthal angle is 
shown in fig* 60 for electrons and for positrons, no 
distinction being made between positive and negative values 
of A* It can be seen from the histograms of this figure that 
for electrons the distribution falls off for values of A 
from 60° to 90°, the fall-off being, as expected, most 
noticeable for scatters with large (> 50°) or small (25° to 35° 
values of & • For positrons the fall-off is limited to the 
small values of 6 • The absence of any fall-off for the 
large angles of scatter in this case is attributed to the 
fact that the background was much lower in the plates exposed 
to positrons with the h*T set than In those exposed to 
electrons* The reason for this was that for the electron 
exposures a deuteron beam was used in the accelerator and 
consequently quite a heavy background of scattered protons 
was found in the plates, caused by the stray neutrons 
associated with this beam* For the positron exposures, 
however, as mentioned in section 2*1*2., a proton beam was 
used so that this background was eliminated* it was 
checked experimentally that the number of tracks appearing 
to stop abruptly in the plates Increased with the heaviness 
of the plate background*
The correction factor to allow for the loss of trccks which 
caused this anisotropy was found by counting the number of 
tracks for each interval of 6 , lying In the range Q ° <  A < 60° ,
for which no fall-off was noticeable* From this number the
toy .
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Table 30
FOSIThOftS
AngularInterval 25-35° 35-50° >50° 25-35° 36-50° >50°
Expected number of Scatters 84 23.5 18
43.5 27 16.5
Actual
number 65 22 13 .32 22 16.0
CorrectionFactor 1.29 1.16 1.30 1.36 1.23 1.00
TA b L ., 31
t, (mlcron8) 50 100 150 20 R 260 300 350 400 450 I
o ( y  t 10°) 443*3 394.4 345.7 313.8 250 203.7 154.8 120.4 92.2|
0 : 13.5°) 440 391.6 343. T 296.3 260 205.5 164.1 129.1 106.61
n’lmber to be expected for the interval 90° was
calculated and the ratio of the actual number of events 
found In this interval divided by the expected number gave 
the correction factor for the particular raoage of 6 concerned* 
The values of correction factor eo obtained are shown 
in Table XaX* It can be seen at once iron, these figures that 
the effect is of a considerable else and this fact coupled with 
the necessarily rather poor statistics Involved in its 
derivation is an unfortunate feature of this section of the 
work* The only ameliorating consideration Is that the 
corrections for electrons and for positrons are of similar 
magnitudev so that the ratio of positrons to electron cross 
section will not be too sensitive to this effect*
c) Correction for escape of particles from the emulsion*
(1) fcscape from the upper surface*
In order to be accepted for measurement it was necessary 
for a track, if it re-emerged from the upper surface of the 
emulsion, to have a total projected length in the plane of 
the emulsion of at least bO O p • A track which after being 
scattered at a point near the surface, left the emulsion 
before its projected length had reached 100 ji was thus not 
accepted for measurement* since tracks could escape 
measurement in this was only if they were scattered, a 
correction must be aaplled or too low a v a lu e  of cross section 
would be obtained.
The correction factor necessary to allow for this effect,
oo.
was evaluated In the present work In the following manner. 
Suppose that &11 the incident tracks may be represented by 
parallel straight lines entering the emulsion at an angle ^  
and suppose that in its first 500 of projected lenrth no 
track suffers more than one scatter of measureafcle size. If 
a particle travels a distance 1^  (projected length t-^ » l^Cosy- 
before being scattered, then in order to be accepted for 
measurement it must travel a further lg, whose projection is 
t^  , where t. ♦ tg >s 500 u. 1^, is, of course, a function of 
1  ^, of yfr and of the angle through which the particle is 
scattered.
All traoks having a total projected length of 500 u will 
end on the curved part of one of a series of cylinders whose
radii are given by t s 500 - t-. Also, for a given value of
». - 2 *
6 the scattered track will lie along the surface of a cone 
of half angle 0 and with its axis along the Incident direction, 
as shown in fig. 61. The probability of escape is then 1ven 
by the area of surface of that part of the cone which passes 
out of the surface of the emulsion inside the cylinder divided 
by the total area of surface of the cone. This probability 
is given by $ s / i f  where <f> s is as shown in fig. 61b. Seen 
from above^ the cylinder appears as a circle of radius t,3 and 
the base of the cone appears as ar ellipse intersecting this 
circle at the points b* and b f1 shown in figs. 61b. and c.
is the projection onto the emulsion surface of ^s. It 
can be shown that all possible values of 9  are covered by this
/ I g u l . t ,  t r o  B l i t  p m  U l i [ , .  f .  p { ,, >0*.
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TABLS 52>
tjt/i) 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 4>* pde)
9
4> 8
f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10°, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
; i5°i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o20° 42.3 5 5 .1 15.0 0 0 0 0
•w
0 0 0 9.04 .050
25° 54.5 48.6 40.1 25.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 16.90 • .094
50° 62.0 57.4 51.2 42.5 26.4 0 0 0 0 0 23.93 .133
3 fi 67.0 63.2 58.5 51.3 40.5 1 7 .1 0 0 0 0 29 .72 .16 5
40° 70.8 67.6 65.2 57.4 48.7 33.6 0 0 0 0 3 4 .13 .190
*5° 75.3 70.9 67.1 62.0 54.5 42.7 5*1 0 0 0 5 7 .6 1 .209
50“ 76.4 75*7 70.2 65.6 59.0 48.7 29.6 0 0 0 4 2.5 2 .255
'if 78.4 75.8 72.8 68.5 62.5 53.6 37.5 0 0 0 44.91 .249
6o° 80.2 77.9 7* .9 71.0 65.4 57.X *}.} 0 0 0 46.98 .261
65° 81.8 75*7 76.8 72.8 67.9 60.I 47.5 21.1 0 0 50.77 .282
?o° 8} .5 81.2 78.5 74.9 69.9 62.6 50.8 28.3 0 0 99-99 .294
i i 84.7 82.7 80.1 76.6 7 1.8 64.8 53.6 33.5 0 0 5*.78 .504
80° 86.0 84.0 81.4 78.0 73-* 66.5 55.7 37.0 0 0 56.20 .3 12
85° 87.2 85 .5 82.7 7?.* 74.2 6a. 1 57.7 39.9 0 0 97.45 .519
90°11____
88.4 86.5 84.0 80.7 76.1 69.5 »-3 4 1.9 0 0 58.64 .526
figure, the ellipse becoming a straight line for 6 s 90°.
For any given value of t there is a corresponding value of
scattering angle (say 0 *) for whioh the scattered particles can
Just not escape no matter where they lie on the cone, i.e. the
cone just touches the cylinder and b 1 and b" coincide. in this
case if the radius of the base of the cone Is x, we have
Sin 0* r x/lj r (tx * tg) SlnV^/ltg ♦ Tanr'y ) * bo that
Sin©' r 500 Sin ^  / ■[ 1‘500 - tj)2 * t2 T a n ^  ) j ^  144)
In the general case we see by reference to fl • 63b that
Cos r Ks/Rs and it can be shown by simple geometry that
Cos b • !,1 ♦ Cos 6 1 Tan y- (45
♦ 500 Cos?\|<*(500 - sin 9  '
This expression reduces to equation (44) for the case in which 
Cos <pg - 1* Putting ♦ 500 Cos2'jr(500 - ^ \ )  * 0 we
find that 0 is almost independent of the value ofY- • This is 
shown in Table XXXI where G is calculated for Y  - 10° and 13*5°.
Since we may take G to be independent of^*, Cos f 9 ^ B proportional
to Tan y  • In Table XXXil the values of f  B are given for all 
values of 9 , in five degree intervals and all possible values 
of in 50 ju intervals. The last two columns of this table
give the mean value of ia averaged over all values of t^ for
each value of 6 , and the corresponding value of Ps ( 6 ) = fs/7T • 
(ii) Escape from the lower surface (into the glass backing).
Similar considerations apply In this case as In the case Just
considered, but now the thickness of the emulsion enters the
calculations. The conditions are shown In fig. 64, and the 
escape probability is in this case Pq(^) * • Co® & * k,j/^G
* h » o * > < ' » D ^ r e « « b c p a ^ * i M » 4 j i  # u *  f &  t e n  0 4* v j
l i * 1 •. 7&j u  i c a  c i >>*■!""? «. V ",; " i " " . t ^    —** • %***♦ #wu Putting trits value
a n d  ia« 1 ."J it o * m  few s h o v n  that 
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TABLE 55
4 W 50 100 150 200 250 500 550 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 11 M
B ' ‘P a  [j
20 28.6 20.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
jo 50.4 47.6 44.2 39.8 54.6 27.5 21.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
40 57.7 55.7 55.7 50.7 47.5 45.4 58.2 51.5 21.4 0 0 0 0 0 1
50 61.0 59.2 57.2 51.1 52.8 49.4 45.7 41.0 35.1 27.1 29.7 0 0 0 M
60 61.4 60.6 59.1 57*0 5*.9 5 2.2 48.9 45.3 40.3 34.3 26.3 1 5 .1 0 0 §
70 61.8|_ . . 60.4 59.2 57.1 55.2 52.6 49.7 46.2 41.9 36.3 29.6 21.3 9 .2 0 I
80 60.5 59.8 57.8 56.1 54.1 51.7 41.9 45.6 41.3 36.1 29.4 21.1 10.6 0 T
9C 58.2 56.9 55.5 55.7 51.7 *9.5 46.4 42.9 38.6 5 5.1 26.2 17.0 0 0 •Ii
and ag&lr} It oan be shown that 
Cos c f] c 2
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The aooeptance condition in this case was that the tr&ok mast be 
at least 700 ju long (I.e. LQ - 700 Putting this value
together with d s 400 fx and *jr ■ 13.5° we get the values of 4>q 
shown in Table XXXxli together with the corresponding values 
of P0 ( e ).
(ill) Application of the Correction*
If n tracks enter the surface of a given area of emulsion 
and these tracks have in their first 500 ju of length a total 
of Mp scatters in which the angle of scatter is 0 , no track 
having more than one such scatter, then the number of such 
tracks escaping will be ^Pfi ( 9  ) r Pg ( 0 ) ^ and the total 
number of tracks escaping for all values of & is
S^(pB l 0 > * *0 { 9  ,)or JB» <p* i e  } 4 pa ( 9 i ) *
Thus the number of tracks accepted for measurement is 
a - I h e PT ( e ) wher* Pj ( 9  ) n I 9  ) *  P Q ( B  ). The 
number of scatters of value 9 missed is ^  PT ( 6 )•
The true mean free path Ibr scattering li a n x L/M & and 
the observed value is A « {it - Z P, ( 0 )j L / t o e ( l  - P^ (6 )’ 
so that A T : A M (l - Ft ($))/( 1 PT (<9)) (47)
a ^Table XXXIV shows the values of pm (0) for two angulcr
n *
intervals, and it can be seen that in both cases this quantity 
is so much less than unity that it can be ignored. Making 
this simplification we have
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a 20 - 25° 85 - p0°
V/ n
■*2 —1 1.01 x 10 1.6s x 10
pt 0.112 0.557
*9
* pt
1.1 x 10"^  J.10 "*
5 5
Type of 
Particle
Angular
Interval
No* of
ScAttors In 
1st* 1000 
p ' s
No* of 
Scatters nri 
in 1st 10QQ
Corraotlon 
Fnctorfo# 
let 1000
Oorraotod 
Io. in 1st* 
1000 Ji'b
Oorrooted 
Total No.
*
vLeotrons
25 - 55° 57 18 1.14 42.2
55 - 50° 11 —% 1.24 5.02 16.02
50 - 100° 4 5 1.55 5.41 10.41
Fooltrone
25 - 550 15 14 1.14 17.1 51.1
55 - 50° 8 7 1.24 9.9 16.9
50 - 100° A 5 1*55 5.41 8.41
........  -  i
t t = n / * 1 “ pi  •
The effect of different angles of dip of the Incident 
tracks was Investigated by calculating PT(&) for^s 13*5° 
and for'f- 10°. The results so obtained are shown in 
flgj 63 and It can be seen that there Is very little 
difference In the values of P (0) for the two values of • 
This Is to be expected since with increasing# P^ (#) decreases 
while P^ (t)) Increases by about the came amount, as is shown 
by tig. 64.
l‘he correction factors given in equations*4®^ and (49)
? X « number o f  ' • t i e r *  in  t h
can be applied only to the measured value of cross section
■ jG n  o x  a g i v e n  ; - I  » •.r • on  t,-K - v *  r« jg «  b *  t f H #  t h e
determined from the first 6uu u of each track accepted for
jfl Li - e  ■ '. •, ' 1 > r f  ti
measurement*. The cross section determined from the wholelorer s? the second 5 u the a rot 1 ru 1; ' t d
of each accepted length of track will require a smallerr> i th* track has & -r :/* 'Hy ox er.fiinf t*srY<; * ,
correction, the value of vtoich will depend on the average
1 / * c o m p l e t e d  t h e  s e e  or O-.J » x ' & r r * “ i t  r  . ■
length of the tracks since the cross section determined
f o y  T h *  f i r  s i e r f e c t  l a  11 s i n c e  t f  l o $ s  r
from all except the first 500 u will not require any correction*
*
In order to apply the above correction therefore it was
t o  T o r  tUC' iC  j . • *'a ~ t  c. •? ' ; - - ■ , . r  . r\ v
necessary to determine the number of scatters in the first
f i n d i n g  vhc dJsti fh . ; os kgtl t racki ■ * • i •- ’ ,#«*
500 ju of eaoh track* This was easily done since the position
• - i we b u c n t  - ■- i  & ro l l  '
of each scatter on the tracks had been noted* The number of
eYayeC i  • een&Tifclon r o r  tls ■ « * ,*• ■ • r  r
scatters in all the first 500 microns was so small however,
r a r r e s t  I o n  l e c t o r  now T>ee oases i  . *  . ■ ' ' '
.. ,that it was felt desirable to apply a modified correction to 
larger track lengths* For this reason the scatters occuring
in the firct 1000 ju were used for the application of the
(i - pj(e) ) 140} op
If the true number of scatters occuring in all the first 
500 microns is and the number of these detected is then 
except for certain considerations mentioned below, the true
correction*
number in all the first 1000 microns will be and the
e
detected number will be N T N , since none will be missed inA T
the second 500 u of each track by this process (if a track 
reaches a length of 500 p  it is accepted)* The correction 
factor to be applied to the cross section determined from the 
first 1000 p  is therefore 2 ^  / (ftp ♦ Therefore,
t    8fS00 (50)1 0 0 0  ”T  A -y— —
1 500
As mentioned above the number of scatters in the first 
1000 p. of a given track will not on the average be twice the 
number in the first 500 p  because (a) the energy of the track 
is lower for the second 500 than for the first 500 p  and 
(b) the track has a certain probability of ending before It 
has completed the second 500 p • The correction required 
for the first effect is small since the rate of loss of energy 
on the particle producing the track is small* The correction 
to allow for the second effect can be found experimentally by 
finding the distribution of length of tracks greater than 500 ja »  
This was done and it was found that 92* l£ of these tracks 
stayed in the emulsion for the second 500 p * The required 
correction factor now becomes fn/ * j^L. U-1)1 ' QOI f 4* 1 500 1
The correction factor so obtained Is shown in Table XXXV*
i
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TAB1S 56
Typo of 
Partioles
Incident
$i«rcy
(UeV)
Snorgy 
Loss in 
Plate(MttV)
3ffJOtiTl
Snorgy 3 
(MoV)
Oorrooti on 
Factor
Synchrotron
Sloctrons
- 0.821 8.68 0.79
i| Synchrotron 
Positrons 9 0
0.9 8.67 0.79
11 • P • Sot 
SXoctrone
10.64 0.78 9.86 0.97
H«T• Sot
Postrons__
OJ•O
| ^ 0.78
.... i
9.9* 0.99
Apart Irom the three effects alreadr mentioned, it was* '.pi • 1
necessary to apply corrections to the experimental results to
- • | ’Mfwljv ' * ** ' 11 • I Ut : ' •*
allow for tbe fact that the tracks were pot parallel to the..- i n(> fldf l t n\fA niftfi a . ! 4
emulsion surface so/the distance from the start of a track to
the point at which a scatter occured was greater than the• » * * * w aC I  c x -.uli, * t f il tl : a! %■% * itic ••
measured distance, and also for the fact that the energy of■ - * Xt2p|X * ! vn me a itf5r t - t.
the particles producing the tracks was not exactly the same■ Ir ii" auX® S< Ceffc .. ’ ,5 ‘ ' . 1 11 ’ 1 j
for all the plates*j ;=< eoretiaai. values ax so are expr •>^ •*
The first effect was allowed for by measuring the lengthsIh  t xraf ' ' • ' -: I ion*
of a sample consisting of 4E1 tracks* The tracks were divided- ! iPJ.iT - v e ; - u I: ' - ■ • o • *.,-6 ? < *2 * £i" ■
into groups according to their lengths tsith POO u intervals and
the correction factor to allo^ for the reduction, of length due* H  < 2jf a I , Jifiv.v 1 (I i? a s# * 5 u ?. v.< .• t . - '
to dip was calculated tor each group* hy Applying to each■ - r” » 1 ft ' ■ X • ■" ' *■: ’ a ■ ' 1 • f ' ; ’' v k t' t
correction a weighting factor determined by the number of tracks
I r» P I M S - ■, C '■ r  2r.fi ■ ' . ' •
in the interval to which the factor was erolied a mean correction
B  *
factor was determined* It was found to be 1*04*.. f 13 - u . U  - small < g'i e t uat ref* . ' i t  i» , • *
To allow for the different energies of the particles in
* &e« n * • • * t c * su 0?  ' • t :?o •r X« f c ‘ r • •
different plates (due to exposure at different times under. Ion -pf ^ 0* i a idaufto * **>t : ' v, i
different conditions), all the energies were corrected to
2 -
10 *eV using the relation <r /V : (£ A  ) • The energies of
1 E 2 1
the particles in eaoh set of plates and the corresponding
yt ur^ .. Aim? t an *rn t  i-x tv s I I ' • .
correction factors are shown in Talle XXXVI*' ,;c ■ ?  I ■ .j- '•« f] * I hir re ■ • • '* t« '
2*4*3 Experimental results* y   - - ■---- *------- U
(a) Plates exposed to 30 fceV svnohrotron*
• Tk  c au -e -- .... V i  ; 1 : * 1 .•••' • ■- Ui J - * ' - . .- •' • *
The results of measurements »7ith the first batch of plates
'frv % U >■ ^ X 3 C V v %' ■ Jfe ! * . _ * •
(those exposed to the 30 iieV synchrotron) are shown In figs*
65 *nd 66* tlie f^P8t 0f these the uncorrected results are
(d) Other corrections#
shown, expressed as a ratio to the first Mott approximation for§ju sex x o ?  ■ : * t e c ■ . ; . *n
the cross section (the line In thfe figure merely joins together 
the experimental points^ Fig. 66 shows the results after the 
corrections described a1 ove have been 6 / lied. here the solid
r v ■7* * 2H  W v w  i 1 r v un " 8  Cn "1 « v ' i j i
curve represents the best theoretical values of the cross section 
the modified formula with finite nuclear slxe correctionc* V I U  1 H X  * r i t fI/i C  l X  C * s’.4 , 1 ^ 1 r / ' £' , .» *>
referred to in section 1.2.1 - the values for the constituents* * » T, TIW a V  - ■ • . (<SjU J t n  ■ ' i , . » [
of nuclear emulsion have been obtained by interpolation by theSOW'** I HlwCi vUl Ul S 1‘ U . 1 * • < •. I*. *
present author. The theoretical values also are expressed as aI ■ - • ' r • F * * - - • H ITipw*'- K hi .• i~I rl ■ *- / • : i *'
ratio to the first Mott approximation.
1 - " • P 5» r t i. is I ! t O t t M  1 ili. I 11MH
The results are based on measurements of 66 cm. of electron -
and 53 cm. of postron - track. The errors associated with theSUUJ rl . w r  - W I ; riMt * *« ■ Rtl Pfpfl slit 2 M T » ‘
experimental points In these figures are the statistical 
standard deviations and the numbers in brackets by each point 
are the numbers of scattering events on which the points are 
based.
In fig. 65 the small angle "hump* referred to in section 
2.4.2. can be seen and it is clear that the double scattering 
correction factor of &  0.9 is insufficient to remove this hump.
The part not accounted for by this correction is attributed to 
* spill-over' fboxc the smallest angular Interval (8* - 10°) which 
web measured simply to ensure that no scatters in the 10° to 
15° interval were missed. There were approximately five times 
as many scatters in the 5° - 10° Interval as in the 10° - lh° one 
and because of the small magnitude of the angles concerned It 
was difficult to measure them accurately. It was ther fore
left t ?h1 lo«ophy Deparfciaent, represent, the
it./
- *"6 0,4 ’ € sc|>£ Mjs it I 3 f ,*sforoiM».l 'Ofl ?b1& 1 \t i n  : ,
possible for a small percentage of those angles which were
• ' '• t t  *•* o b t a i n e d  • r * 7y&l et • o f  e l© *  , ro> * uuxk* ;
In fact slightly less than 10° to be measured as slightly
ir.t o f  thb 'se  ag p o s i t  ■ - «  1 * *
greater and vice versa* because of the greater number ofi ted for tli .1 lnt.c the i * —  n«** ■ *.i;l 1*
scatters In the first interval this effect would result Inted to 3, led eo* . t -•* i | . « r -
a nett Increase In the number of scatters recorded In the
• ' U r *  et'.d 1 . $ 1 • f + u n  i  - ih.s # 1 *  . . ■ t * i $ V t
second Interval so that It could account for the phenomenon.. # te tti# positron cfiti, t'm a*p©M?ted mu r tr • 
observed* Jpor the larger angular Intervals the Increased
' .«*> tt-tvely Ifjf and '-.v'# ffet c I «f hi t tbe ©fcsi r ?*
accuracy of measurement and greater size of the Intervals 
< > ***P •. ; * niiaibers 1 * entirely eeecmnted for > 1 v* >u«
make the effect of much less Importance* In view of thesewifi it d e s c r i b e d  earlier, , 0 c w  *. :;i ** : , **hi? re
considerations and the fact that all the other published work
■ "  jOT ’nretH fd  r e m i t s  a r t  d i e  c l a y e d  ! the ■ « m enner  a s  a e r *  
indicated that no unusual features were to be expected forl- if- earlier ms  a In * ig* Ev and where ewp* rimis-nt.*!
small angles it was felt that the points representing theeeetion velu.ee ere seen to be higher tht\!fa theO O10 to 15 Interval should not be Included in the corrected' oj- •: < lo viluee*
re suite*
Th© e g  p e e  ftenfc b e t w e e n  t h  e 3 «  nS e x  p e r  1 . -n * 1 * ** t.h 1 t . -
The corrected results for electrons agree reasonably
f.*U ' :*1“ - ;2 trror, except JT^ r the 3- ♦ 60 Interval, fc- '-r>i b
with the theoretical values but in the case of the positrons
%n$-r #1 . sn o  t o w  •< r a). trO , :  t M  v I t. * • i ? ; *
the agreement with theory (in this case Yadav»s positronsi 1 1 f u; .for’ ©£t*sj.y. .rat it ? irv,©*
version of the ”<<* * formula with finite nuclear size correction)
K *  s u i t * - '  o b tus. a e d  t e t  . ?* ©.at * - r 0 ' •• '• h
Is less satisfactory* Also the statistical uncertainty of
w'iiip rlian with tnoAe ? n a ove onl . ir t‘r r- e ' - -.
these results is rather large*
*£)*§ -work * Ljn > iaJmsGn .^nd, «.cott^  J r n* u!v,b1 tr f t
b* Plates exposed with h*T* set*
vet pe fermcc 1m thi e err ■ *y r;« f \ \ & .ofct altt \-
it was In vitw of the rather unsatisfactory nature of rf tiw.-:ee afeithovr1 reault ^ for corner Uv--. r * rr e^er: ■
these resultE that the decision mentioned earlier, to expose 
t f e ow t  ,oh t, _ -od w i t h  *11  v #  - »-. n g  i i l r ? ar.:l 5.n . t?
new plates and concentrate on the hi her values oi scattering• V I f sr I a «iis.6 r* Th« r#* In© oS ; ti e: t * tu- . r ■-' " * r
&h;le, was taken* The results obtained with these olates,
■ • t u? m c a  I n  l e y  a r i d  F ^ ^ a b a c n  r o v *  a  n © r o * »  -c t  o ?  v * 1 o r  
the examination of which was completed after the present author 
t i l l e r  w i t h  f i n i t e  e u c l ^ a r  * 1 * *  c o r r a c t  r ' 1 ' j •. t t c • had left the Eatural Philosophy Depurtrjent, represent the
most recent experimental information obtained in this work#
'£he results were obtained from 3£1 cm# of electron tracks and 
517 cm# of tnos© of positrons both these valuer havin been 
corrected for dip into the emulsion# The investigation was 
limited to angles of scattering greater than ? b ° , as mentioned 
earlier9 and 166 such events were found in the electron tracks 
anG 160 in the positron ones, the expected numbers bein* 
respectively 106 and 207# The discrepancy between the observed 
and expected numbers Is entirely accounted for by the various 
corrections described earlier, ss can be seen from fir*# 67 where 
tho corrected results are displayed in the same manner as were
the earlier ones in fig# 66 and whsre the experimental cross
(16)section values are seen to be generally higher than the 
theoretical values#
The agreement between theory and experiment is within the 
statistical error, except for the 35  -  50° interval, f o r  both 
the electrons and tne positrons, although this uncertainty is 
still, unfortunately, quite large#
he suite obtained by other authors sre available for 
comparison with those given above only in the case of electrons# 
The work of Lyman, Hanson and 3cott(*'J is probably the most 
accurate yet performed in this energy region# The rost suitable 
of these authors* results for comparison with the cresent ones 
are those obtained with silver scattering foils, and in fig* V>8 
the comparison is made# The results oi Lyman et al# are divided 
by the McKinley and Feshbach improved cross section^^  for 
wilver with finite nuclear sise correction^*^ and the present
emulsion both for a uniform spatial distribution of nuclearobyfcetl¥es * t h  or» h#r< ; diily ► .. , »»
charge a uniform surface distribution
■ I • in* 1 8 #r t* '
(I; “a Obtain mp4 ^tenee In t t* ' ■ >
It can be seen that the present results because of theirof - I pi e so' .t* 1. . f i • »1 *ogrik hie
cosiderable statistical errors cannot definitely be said to favour#pwil £ Ion a ..; i cl t* : oc .»• * ■ v merits *
one type of distribution rather than the other, but they idc agree•uvt pc i ■ r. ng vj ■* .■ t. , . ■ e # c*< ♦ • •
reasonably well with theory and ?/ith the earlier results*f • • . . .•
The absence of other experimental results on the scattering
by 1 "*? r 15.1 *: £ - iduii : ' ‘ I tal.i c
of positrons in this energy region means that comparison can be«
made only with theory* In fig* 67 the original Yadav (point■ * W 5 b ! n e n  t: t* < '■ s ve 4- ' r t.d r
nucleus) results (6) are given together with the modified ones
* 1 nl f. t « 1 T ; the . - .r" ; • \ ’| \obtained by hlton and Parker for a uniform distribution of
V:iu * ■ b-- ■ c ' ' V- i ' cal ■'j? Hue & «
charge throughout a finite spherical nucleus* it can be seen
\ *r - * f  obf t i or t **<?■ T  I rssT t nv v a l u e  © jf th # v t " *. • ' • *
that the remits appear slightly to favour a point nucleus*
ecrft • » rt dl In? u s h o  r ' v! ij ? e „ i - *
One advantage of an experiment of the type described here is
■ t b f i l n c ^  wit' iOfe p-'f M S  * . -
that, as mentioned earlier, it enables a comparison of electron
-• » ■  j l m B ]  t | *  a f* j •
and positron scatterjng to be cade under vtr/ similar conditions*
' ■ ■ C 1 * • r ' e ? • i  X . ■£
in fig* 69 £lton and Parkerfs curve of *~/  (given as fig. 13 in
pi  T * rs JL * ? • !
1*2*1) is reproduced v.ith the results of the present work added*
It can be seen that in this case, due to the much larger finitef 1 ^ 1 (j *.* -4 t w’ b f • 17 '6
nuclear size effect cf electrons, the results show a definite. t ? ?>I ' - ■ ■ ■ ■ * • '
nuclear size effect and, if anything, support a shell, rather than
a uniform, distribution, though the la i*ge statistical error again
r l  n , - \  i o r  p* * i t  , r  v • ■ *• 5. t » ec  .• • &
makes it difficult to draw definite conclusions*
eyTO1’ c f i#n o ^ ' j *  **■ > «t f*»  ^ r l  ^ 1  ^ • < • .<
results are divided by the corresponding values for nuclear
2*5.Conclusion* fr b I ■ i r s • s 0 1 ii t ft 0 1 ie *; *> c i - sjf
The objectives of the work herein described were, as
,  , ,  ,  _  .described earlier:-
(1) To obtain experience in the technique of measurement 
of multiple scattering of tracks in photographic
„  .  A  ^  y  .  M  ^  J  -  V  ▲  A  i  L  A r k . ^  X  A  I  V  #  W  L i  I femulsions ailfl to check the observers1 measurements of 
such scattering by comparison of their values of the 
scattering constants of various particles in a given 
type ?f emulsion with previously published values for 
the same types of particle end medium* The values 
obtained in the present #ork have teen found to agree 
reasonably well with the previously published values 
and with the theoretical '-slues.
(2) To obtain for the first time values of the scattering 
constants of diluted emulsions and to compare the values 
so obtained with those predicted by 'the or Again 
reasonable agreement has beer! found*
(S) To examine the single scattering of electrons and 
positrons in nuclear emulsion and to determine the 
variation of the scattering cross section with the 
angle of scattering to establish Wiether the finite
• i ** i • * & 1 <reauiv i. gj~ e the nucleus affected this variation* In the 
case of electrons marked evidence of this effect has 
been found, but for positrons, for which the effect is 
expected to be much smaller, no effect at all has been
re i *nt#»foun(ft to be ©bv.*M)*a * t art
mSowing tb* p»tolio&«io« a t d.v, -1* of tfc* 9*1 ■*- 1
As mentioned above tlie rather poor statistical accuracy 
whioh 1b an almost inevitable feature of methods of measurement 
such as that described here, as compared to methods employing 
Geigor counters as detectors of the scattered particles, 
impose severe limits to the interpretation whioh may be made
of the results* However, It ?e felt that the objectives nay,
■ ^
especially in the case of multiple scattering, be said to have 
been achieved*
The lack of statistical accuracy is the main disadvantage 
of such a study as has been described here, compared with work 
such as that of Lyman, Hanson and Scott described above* The 
advantage of the present method of study lies in its comparative 
simplicity* In the present work, apart from the very short 
period during which the plates were being exposed, only either 
one or two graduates were employed in the work together with 
either two or three mlcroscoplete* Its der ands on labour and 
other resources were therefore slight* The work of Lyman, 
uanson and boott, which is a fairly typical example of a Geiger 
counter experiment, involved a ruch greater amount of skilled 
labour in the conatruction of the scattering apparatus for a 
time comparable with that ta^en in the collection of the present 
results* Once this apparatus had been perfected, of course, a 
great many scattering problems could be undertaken in h very 
short time*
It is almoct certainly true to say that if the results herein 
presented were to be obtained starting at the present t re, 
following the publication of details of the Geiger counter
* x C >.
detector apparatus, and if sufficient funds and labour were
ft K  }  & ft K  H  y A • 
available, it would be nuch preferable to construct such an
apparatus rather than to tackle the problem with photographic
* e lt « *  f • Iliya*, 119, CNMlSMfe}* plates* This ia not, however, felt to condemn the use of the
and Wat eon* h  oo« *j$er> • . .•*<!• ifti a &el«, i » ** •
method deacrlbed in this thesis at the time at which this work
?*4fpr» * r <Df Fhye*- SO©* j 65#*, *■' (iB&s } • .was begun and under the conditions then prevailing*
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